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Two more �oat units developed: the drum-�oat is the most common way to �oat a 
palette; our "half-bag �oat" provides 350 kg buoyancy/square meter and is really easy to 
build.

2.2.: Our partner Tara-Trust brings a group of 8 children to help on Open-Island and 
submit their "messages in the bottle". So do we, the volunteers team

3.2.: Testing �oats of all kind. Completed the basic construction for a "greenheart 
garden" (plants to be inserted). Meanwhile at the Design-intervention workshop, a 
Fletner Rotor windmill was built (pics coming asap).

4.2.: Deepak presents the planned island-apps and demonstrates the compost toilet. The 
local police visits our project to �nd out what we´re doing and if any money is earned by 
someone (Our Open-Island presentation is strange enough for them to not interact We 
prepare the �oating Epic-composite and will use our basketboat as a mold. We spend 
the Siesta-time at the beach. First night at our campsite, which has become a second 
home to us.

5.2.: early morning birdwatching tour on River Sal We test the easiest desalination plant 
ever: Put a 5liter plastic bottle over a bowl of sea water. In this heat, the water evapo-
rates, condensates on the bottle surface, drips onto the soil and waters the surrounding 
plants.

28.1.: built the �rst 4 sandwich-�oats to test the �oat-system. perfect Then our neigh-
bour sold us his old connicle (round bamboo boat).

29.1.: we´ve developed the grid and joint connection technique. De�ned the central 
static platform. And celebrated Geolinas birthday in the most di�erent ways

30.1.: Float production on construction site. Joy has found a great local garage-doctor 
for his "scrapyard infection". Claudia arrives to join the process

31.1.: WHAT. A. PARTY... 2 birthdays + halfway-party of asap-island 3.0 workshop 2014 
Love you all, guys ´n girls!

1.2.: Deepak joins the Open-Island with his design-intervention team, working on open-
source Island-apps. (You can join their workshop the coming week, if around in Goa.) 

6.2.: We start with a project-presentation at the panchyat (local administration) for 
permissions and future cooperation. Building another fresh-water planter and hunting 
natural �oating islands coming along on the river. Then erecting the island tower and 
starting the shelter construction. It is just amazing to work at the riverbank inmidst a 
group of eagles catching �sh and water snakes right beneath. The Open Island slowly 
gets its �nal shape Ten days left to complete it...

7.2.: twentyfour hour - full power - no toilet no shower - still smelling like �ower

8.2.: we trasformed a full bag of "messages in the bottle" from local school-children into 
the GREENHEART GARDEN. This construction on the remaining parts of last years river-
boat SALY will hopefully grow over the years into a �oating mangrove island.

9.2.: Today, we visited an electronics+solar inventor, who will help to power the Open 
Island. While preparing the main platform for the launch, we make an EPIC-�oat modell 
(papercrete+styrofoam over an earth mould, reinforced with Bamboo). The most easy 
way to make a �oat-platform is a stu�ed �sher-net with plastic bottles with a bamboo-
grid...

10.2.: GREAT LAUNCH of the main Open-Island platform. Still a lot to work on, but the 
rest will be done on water. It �oats great and also inserting/adding �oat-paletts later is 
pretty easy. Special feature: Our rapper learns to swim

11.2.: Another beautiful day on the �oating Open Island. > reycled tyre �oat bumpers; 
�oating epic-composite boat completed; �oat-bag manufactoring; �rst dinner aboard.

12.2.: At Deepak Pathania´s Design-Intervention workshop: The Compost-Toilet comple-
ted, the vertical axis wind-turbine to be mounted tomorrow. Meanwhile on the Open 
Island: Covers and reeling being �xed; �oating garden �lled with river mud and soil; 
mangrove seedlings harvested at low tide.

13.2: Launched the little EPIC-boat - it´s damn heavy but �oats nicely Also installation of 
windmill + compost toilet + solar cooker; re-arrangement of the �oating platform, 
gardens and other elements (quite an impressive amount and space). For the opening, 
we prepare an exhibition and clean up the workspace. Looking forward to a grand 
opening tomorrow

14.2.: Grand opening of the OPEN-ISLAND:
�oating platform - bio-toilet - vertical windmill - �oating garden (sea-/+fresh-water) - 
solar cooking - exhibition - sinking corricle - �ag hissing - full moon - fruit salad - multi-
purpose platform - glocal community - lowtech innovations - ...

15.2. Asap-island is a never-ending story and there are several projects, we weren´t able 
to �nish so far. So, the day after the opening of OPEN-ISLAND, we start the fresh-water 
plantation and test/evaluate the di�erent �oat modulees for future projects and expan-
sion of this �oating island.

16.2. The „asap-island 3.0“ workshop comes to an end: 5 weeks of passionate work, 
cocreative improvisation and joyful learnings within a multicultural interdisciplinar 
team, creating a �oating island out of recycled and renewable materials, the beginning 
of OPEN-ISLAND.
The social sculpture had become an open-source design study for low-budget �oating 
platforms. It is now awaiting to be transformed into a humanitarian research platform 
for lowtech applications as well as an o�grid community at the banks of River Sal in Goa. 
Open-Island invites you to be a part of this ongoing adventure, be it online on our websi-
te and community platform or on location within a workshop on your next visit to India.

Joy Lohmann, Sealand Multiversity, joy@joy-art.de

24.1.: also �nished �rst �oat-planter, collected plants, dismantled our riverboat SALY and 
spent useless hours allover Margao scrapyard...

25.1.: Sunday chilling on site with exotic fruit session But with the plans in mind and all 
required materials available, we start the "mass-production" of palett-�oats and �oat-
planters for the Open-Island. We play the Island-Apps game (cardboard-peces represen-
ting a square meter and speci�c function of our island). Finally, a botanist appears and 
helps us �nd some mangrove seedlings. Another inspiring day at the rivershore. Wish, 
you all could be with us now...

25.1.: building the palette-�oat prototype, launching the open-source Island-App Chal-
lenge. Great, immediate response from all over. In case, you´re not a member of 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland/ please register to join the 
discussion/cocreation process...

27.1.: Shopping in Margao; we meet our �shermen neighbours at the new market. 
Gonzo and Leona bring their latest bottle-catch for the island. Collecting bottles at the 
beaches has become a major marketing-tool as well and big fun Then Geolina joins the 
artventure and together we create 3 new �oats: 2 �oat-planters and 1 �oat-sandwich for 
the growing Open Island. Evening-show "indian classical music" with ArtEscape

19.1.: Today we´ve worked out the basic �oat-bag construction at our construction site. 
This will become one of three di�erent �oat-modules and is needed for large, �exible 
areas like our �oating garden.

21.1.: WOW - our Epic-�oatcrete samples work great. Good consistence, buoancy and 
stability! We now �gure out applications in scale with this epic material Also, Deepak 
presented a great modular �oat system based on palettes (wood / plastic). To build a 
�oating island becomes as easy as playing LEGO with it. (Evening another party - Janua-
ry is packed with birthdays.

22.1.: Today we searched the scrap yards for the basic materials. 
Everything is there - and on our construction site now.

23.1.: These bugs have eaten crucial parts of our last �oat. So we dismantle it totally and 
rebuild it with right material treatment. Deepak has submitted a great Design-study, 
which inspires us to work on the palette-format. Varca wins 1:0 against Colva in football 
match.

24.1.: �nalizing the basic design for the static part of the Open-Island. Based on Deepak's 
design and combined with all other ideas and concepts, the construction of this �oating 
island enters the realization phase. With another three weeks to come, asap-island 3.0 is 
perfectly well in schedule

Logbook of the asap-island 3.0 workshop in Goa/India, 11.1.-16.2.2014,
written day by day by Joy Lohmann and released at www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland.  
(All pictures in higher resolution CC at www.�ickr.com/photos/joy-art/sets/ )

For half a year, the German artlab4 
collective had planned the thematic 
workshops, launched a crowdfunding 
campaign, edited a promotion trailer 
and  organized some glocal coopera-
tions and events. Then, at the begin-
ning of 2014, the international team 
met at Art Escape Goa and started 
their „OPEN-ISLAND artventure“:

11.1.2014: recovery, cleaning, evaluation of riverboat SALY (and chilling on it) in Varca, 
Goa, India. Tomorrow, 12.1. 11 AM start of bamboo-design workshop.

12.1.2014: at BambooHouse, we brainstorm and prototype asap-island-apps. Big, creati-
ve fun and many ideas

13.1.2014: we get comfortable at our main construction site on river SAL. We work on 
the basic construction principles and discuss materials and techniques with di�erent 
local experts on location. 

14.1.: Getting materials from scrapyards, markets, neighbours, beach and free delivery 
on the river, as we have installed SALY in a way, that all the �oating waste gets caught. 
Then we assort bottles, �ip�ops, plastic, tetrapacks and styrofoam and clean the river.

In January/February 2014, the Sealand Multiversity initiated the 5 weeks „asap-
island 3.0“ workshop in South Goa, India.
Once again, German artist Joy Lohmann and „Positive Nett-Works e.V.“ cooperated 
with „Art Escape Goa“ and „Design Intervention“ to continue the realization of an 
autarkic �oating island of recycled and renewable materials. The workshop was 
enabled by the artlab4 collective, several generous crowdfunders, local partners 
and a wide range of volunteers. The honor of all results, innovations and the 
open-source manuals is due all of these passionate participants. Thank you!

Project context

Asap-island 3.0 is the third chapter of the ongoing asap-island project.

- In 2012, the �rst project in Goa/India led to an upcycled sailing catamaran for 
the Arabian Sea, called „i-land Goa“.

- In 2013, the project was shifted to the River Sal, where a new construction was 
realized within a 10 days workshop. The river raft „SALY“ was built with di�erent 
�oat devices and meant to test and de�ne appropriate materials and techniques 
for larger �oating structures on inland waters.

With these experiments and a local core team, asap-island 3.0 was set to start the 
construction of a transferable low-tech and low-budget pilot island for various 
purposes worldwide: Open-Island is a collaborative open-source project, to be 
shared and continued by the Sealand Multiversity community and all interested 
organisations, groups or individuals. 

15.1.: Cooperation with NGO TaraTrustIndia: They will organize a collection of "messages 
in the bottle" at 8 local schools and kindergardens on Republic Day (26.1.) Our �oating 
"greenheart-garden" will �oat on childrens dreams and ideas Then bamboo work with a 
gifted bamboo-toolbox. Right now concert with ELVIS (on guitar), later some birthday 
beach party.........

16.1.: Because of yesterdays beachparty we started quite late. At a carpenter workshop, 
we startet the experiments with �oating concrete.
In the evening, we had an open stage (no mercy or escape). Afterwards beautiful Guitar 
session with Darryl, which we recorded for our asap-island soundtrack.

17.1.: continuing the EPIC-�oat experiments, then building a bambooframe for a canoe-
alike pontoon. Chris and his family in Chinchini is soo nice and very helpful. They know 
all these local traditional materials. So we possibly will replace cement with a lime-clay 
mixture to make our Epic-�oats even more sustainable.

18.1.: In India, everything can happen very fast - or take a whole day. We copied some 
�yers, posters and 500 forms for the "message in the bottle" collection. In the evening 
we participated at the glocal "Co-cktails" event, inventing the "Goan Delight"-Cocktail 
and sharing it online via Skype and facebook. See all the incoming Co-cktail recipes at 
http://www.facebook.com/events/227837860725609/
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11.2.: Another beautiful day on the �oating Open Island. > reycled tyre �oat bumpers; 
�oating epic-composite boat completed; �oat-bag manufactoring; �rst dinner aboard.

12.2.: At Deepak Pathania´s Design-Intervention workshop: The Compost-Toilet comple-
ted, the vertical axis wind-turbine to be mounted tomorrow. Meanwhile on the Open 
Island: Covers and reeling being �xed; �oating garden �lled with river mud and soil; 
mangrove seedlings harvested at low tide.

13.2: Launched the little EPIC-boat - it´s damn heavy but �oats nicely Also installation of 
windmill + compost toilet + solar cooker; re-arrangement of the �oating platform, 
gardens and other elements (quite an impressive amount and space). For the opening, 
we prepare an exhibition and clean up the workspace. Looking forward to a grand 
opening tomorrow

14.2.: Grand opening of the OPEN-ISLAND:
�oating platform - bio-toilet - vertical windmill - �oating garden (sea-/+fresh-water) - 
solar cooking - exhibition - sinking corricle - �ag hissing - full moon - fruit salad - multi-
purpose platform - glocal community - lowtech innovations - ...

15.2. Asap-island is a never-ending story and there are several projects, we weren´t able 
to �nish so far. So, the day after the opening of OPEN-ISLAND, we start the fresh-water 
plantation and test/evaluate the di�erent �oat modulees for future projects and expan-
sion of this �oating island.

16.2. The „asap-island 3.0“ workshop comes to an end: 5 weeks of passionate work, 
cocreative improvisation and joyful learnings within a multicultural interdisciplinar 
team, creating a �oating island out of recycled and renewable materials, the beginning 
of OPEN-ISLAND.
The social sculpture had become an open-source design study for low-budget �oating 
platforms. It is now awaiting to be transformed into a humanitarian research platform 
for lowtech applications as well as an o�grid community at the banks of River Sal in Goa. 
Open-Island invites you to be a part of this ongoing adventure, be it online on our websi-
te and community platform or on location within a workshop on your next visit to India.

Joy Lohmann, Sealand Multiversity, joy@joy-art.de

24.1.: also �nished �rst �oat-planter, collected plants, dismantled our riverboat SALY and 
spent useless hours allover Margao scrapyard...

25.1.: Sunday chilling on site with exotic fruit session But with the plans in mind and all 
required materials available, we start the "mass-production" of palett-�oats and �oat-
planters for the Open-Island. We play the Island-Apps game (cardboard-peces represen-
ting a square meter and speci�c function of our island). Finally, a botanist appears and 
helps us �nd some mangrove seedlings. Another inspiring day at the rivershore. Wish, 
you all could be with us now...

25.1.: building the palette-�oat prototype, launching the open-source Island-App Chal-
lenge. Great, immediate response from all over. In case, you´re not a member of 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland/ please register to join the 
discussion/cocreation process...

27.1.: Shopping in Margao; we meet our �shermen neighbours at the new market. 
Gonzo and Leona bring their latest bottle-catch for the island. Collecting bottles at the 
beaches has become a major marketing-tool as well and big fun Then Geolina joins the 
artventure and together we create 3 new �oats: 2 �oat-planters and 1 �oat-sandwich for 
the growing Open Island. Evening-show "indian classical music" with ArtEscape

19.1.: Today we´ve worked out the basic �oat-bag construction at our construction site. 
This will become one of three di�erent �oat-modules and is needed for large, �exible 
areas like our �oating garden.

21.1.: WOW - our Epic-�oatcrete samples work great. Good consistence, buoancy and 
stability! We now �gure out applications in scale with this epic material Also, Deepak 
presented a great modular �oat system based on palettes (wood / plastic). To build a 
�oating island becomes as easy as playing LEGO with it. (Evening another party - Janua-
ry is packed with birthdays.

22.1.: Today we searched the scrap yards for the basic materials. 
Everything is there - and on our construction site now.

23.1.: These bugs have eaten crucial parts of our last �oat. So we dismantle it totally and 
rebuild it with right material treatment. Deepak has submitted a great Design-study, 
which inspires us to work on the palette-format. Varca wins 1:0 against Colva in football 
match.

24.1.: �nalizing the basic design for the static part of the Open-Island. Based on Deepak's 
design and combined with all other ideas and concepts, the construction of this �oating 
island enters the realization phase. With another three weeks to come, asap-island 3.0 is 
perfectly well in schedule

Logbook of the asap-island 3.0 workshop in Goa/India, 11.1.-16.2.2014,
written day by day by Joy Lohmann and released at www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland.  
(All pictures in higher resolution CC at www.�ickr.com/photos/joy-art/sets/ )

For half a year, the German artlab4 
collective had planned the thematic 
workshops, launched a crowdfunding 
campaign, edited a promotion trailer 
and  organized some glocal coopera-
tions and events. Then, at the begin-
ning of 2014, the international team 
met at Art Escape Goa and started 
their „OPEN-ISLAND artventure“:

11.1.2014: recovery, cleaning, evaluation of riverboat SALY (and chilling on it) in Varca, 
Goa, India. Tomorrow, 12.1. 11 AM start of bamboo-design workshop.

12.1.2014: at BambooHouse, we brainstorm and prototype asap-island-apps. Big, creati-
ve fun and many ideas

13.1.2014: we get comfortable at our main construction site on river SAL. We work on 
the basic construction principles and discuss materials and techniques with di�erent 
local experts on location. 

14.1.: Getting materials from scrapyards, markets, neighbours, beach and free delivery 
on the river, as we have installed SALY in a way, that all the �oating waste gets caught. 
Then we assort bottles, �ip�ops, plastic, tetrapacks and styrofoam and clean the river.

In January/February 2014, the Sealand Multiversity initiated the 5 weeks „asap-
island 3.0“ workshop in South Goa, India.
Once again, German artist Joy Lohmann and „Positive Nett-Works e.V.“ cooperated 
with „Art Escape Goa“ and „Design Intervention“ to continue the realization of an 
autarkic �oating island of recycled and renewable materials. The workshop was 
enabled by the artlab4 collective, several generous crowdfunders, local partners 
and a wide range of volunteers. The honor of all results, innovations and the 
open-source manuals is due all of these passionate participants. Thank you!

Project context

Asap-island 3.0 is the third chapter of the ongoing asap-island project.

- In 2012, the �rst project in Goa/India led to an upcycled sailing catamaran for 
the Arabian Sea, called „i-land Goa“.

- In 2013, the project was shifted to the River Sal, where a new construction was 
realized within a 10 days workshop. The river raft „SALY“ was built with di�erent 
�oat devices and meant to test and de�ne appropriate materials and techniques 
for larger �oating structures on inland waters.

With these experiments and a local core team, asap-island 3.0 was set to start the 
construction of a transferable low-tech and low-budget pilot island for various 
purposes worldwide: Open-Island is a collaborative open-source project, to be 
shared and continued by the Sealand Multiversity community and all interested 
organisations, groups or individuals. 

15.1.: Cooperation with NGO TaraTrustIndia: They will organize a collection of "messages 
in the bottle" at 8 local schools and kindergardens on Republic Day (26.1.) Our �oating 
"greenheart-garden" will �oat on childrens dreams and ideas Then bamboo work with a 
gifted bamboo-toolbox. Right now concert with ELVIS (on guitar), later some birthday 
beach party.........

16.1.: Because of yesterdays beachparty we started quite late. At a carpenter workshop, 
we startet the experiments with �oating concrete.
In the evening, we had an open stage (no mercy or escape). Afterwards beautiful Guitar 
session with Darryl, which we recorded for our asap-island soundtrack.

17.1.: continuing the EPIC-�oat experiments, then building a bambooframe for a canoe-
alike pontoon. Chris and his family in Chinchini is soo nice and very helpful. They know 
all these local traditional materials. So we possibly will replace cement with a lime-clay 
mixture to make our Epic-�oats even more sustainable.

18.1.: In India, everything can happen very fast - or take a whole day. We copied some 
�yers, posters and 500 forms for the "message in the bottle" collection. In the evening 
we participated at the glocal "Co-cktails" event, inventing the "Goan Delight"-Cocktail 
and sharing it online via Skype and facebook. See all the incoming Co-cktail recipes at 
http://www.facebook.com/events/227837860725609/
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Two more �oat units developed: the drum-�oat is the most common way to �oat a 
palette; our "half-bag �oat" provides 350 kg buoyancy/square meter and is really easy to 
build.

2.2.: Our partner Tara-Trust brings a group of 8 children to help on Open-Island and 
submit their "messages in the bottle". So do we, the volunteers team

3.2.: Testing �oats of all kind. Completed the basic construction for a "greenheart 
garden" (plants to be inserted). Meanwhile at the Design-intervention workshop, a 
Fletner Rotor windmill was built (pics coming asap).

4.2.: Deepak presents the planned island-apps and demonstrates the compost toilet. The 
local police visits our project to �nd out what we´re doing and if any money is earned by 
someone (Our Open-Island presentation is strange enough for them to not interact We 
prepare the �oating Epic-composite and will use our basketboat as a mold. We spend 
the Siesta-time at the beach. First night at our campsite, which has become a second 
home to us.

5.2.: early morning birdwatching tour on River Sal We test the easiest desalination plant 
ever: Put a 5liter plastic bottle over a bowl of sea water. In this heat, the water evapo-
rates, condensates on the bottle surface, drips onto the soil and waters the surrounding 
plants.

28.1.: built the �rst 4 sandwich-�oats to test the �oat-system. perfect Then our neigh-
bour sold us his old connicle (round bamboo boat).

29.1.: we´ve developed the grid and joint connection technique. De�ned the central 
static platform. And celebrated Geolinas birthday in the most di�erent ways

30.1.: Float production on construction site. Joy has found a great local garage-doctor 
for his "scrapyard infection". Claudia arrives to join the process

31.1.: WHAT. A. PARTY... 2 birthdays + halfway-party of asap-island 3.0 workshop 2014 
Love you all, guys ´n girls!

1.2.: Deepak joins the Open-Island with his design-intervention team, working on open-
source Island-apps. (You can join their workshop the coming week, if around in Goa.) 

6.2.: We start with a project-presentation at the panchyat (local administration) for 
permissions and future cooperation. Building another fresh-water planter and hunting 
natural �oating islands coming along on the river. Then erecting the island tower and 
starting the shelter construction. It is just amazing to work at the riverbank inmidst a 
group of eagles catching �sh and water snakes right beneath. The Open Island slowly 
gets its �nal shape Ten days left to complete it...

7.2.: twentyfour hour - full power - no toilet no shower - still smelling like �ower

8.2.: we trasformed a full bag of "messages in the bottle" from local school-children into 
the GREENHEART GARDEN. This construction on the remaining parts of last years river-
boat SALY will hopefully grow over the years into a �oating mangrove island.

9.2.: Today, we visited an electronics+solar inventor, who will help to power the Open 
Island. While preparing the main platform for the launch, we make an EPIC-�oat modell 
(papercrete+styrofoam over an earth mould, reinforced with Bamboo). The most easy 
way to make a �oat-platform is a stu�ed �sher-net with plastic bottles with a bamboo-
grid...

10.2.: GREAT LAUNCH of the main Open-Island platform. Still a lot to work on, but the 
rest will be done on water. It �oats great and also inserting/adding �oat-paletts later is 
pretty easy. Special feature: Our rapper learns to swim

11.2.: Another beautiful day on the �oating Open Island. > reycled tyre �oat bumpers; 
�oating epic-composite boat completed; �oat-bag manufactoring; �rst dinner aboard.

12.2.: At Deepak Pathania´s Design-Intervention workshop: The Compost-Toilet comple-
ted, the vertical axis wind-turbine to be mounted tomorrow. Meanwhile on the Open 
Island: Covers and reeling being �xed; �oating garden �lled with river mud and soil; 
mangrove seedlings harvested at low tide.

13.2: Launched the little EPIC-boat - it´s damn heavy but �oats nicely Also installation of 
windmill + compost toilet + solar cooker; re-arrangement of the �oating platform, 
gardens and other elements (quite an impressive amount and space). For the opening, 
we prepare an exhibition and clean up the workspace. Looking forward to a grand 
opening tomorrow

14.2.: Grand opening of the OPEN-ISLAND:
�oating platform - bio-toilet - vertical windmill - �oating garden (sea-/+fresh-water) - 
solar cooking - exhibition - sinking corricle - �ag hissing - full moon - fruit salad - multi-
purpose platform - glocal community - lowtech innovations - ...

15.2. Asap-island is a never-ending story and there are several projects, we weren´t able 
to �nish so far. So, the day after the opening of OPEN-ISLAND, we start the fresh-water 
plantation and test/evaluate the di�erent �oat modulees for future projects and expan-
sion of this �oating island.

16.2. The „asap-island 3.0“ workshop comes to an end: 5 weeks of passionate work, 
cocreative improvisation and joyful learnings within a multicultural interdisciplinar 
team, creating a �oating island out of recycled and renewable materials, the beginning 
of OPEN-ISLAND.
The social sculpture had become an open-source design study for low-budget �oating 
platforms. It is now awaiting to be transformed into a humanitarian research platform 
for lowtech applications as well as an o�grid community at the banks of River Sal in Goa. 
Open-Island invites you to be a part of this ongoing adventure, be it online on our websi-
te and community platform or on location within a workshop on your next visit to India.

Joy Lohmann, Sealand Multiversity, joy@joy-art.de

24.1.: also �nished �rst �oat-planter, collected plants, dismantled our riverboat SALY and 
spent useless hours allover Margao scrapyard...

25.1.: Sunday chilling on site with exotic fruit session But with the plans in mind and all 
required materials available, we start the "mass-production" of palett-�oats and �oat-
planters for the Open-Island. We play the Island-Apps game (cardboard-peces represen-
ting a square meter and speci�c function of our island). Finally, a botanist appears and 
helps us �nd some mangrove seedlings. Another inspiring day at the rivershore. Wish, 
you all could be with us now...

25.1.: building the palette-�oat prototype, launching the open-source Island-App Chal-
lenge. Great, immediate response from all over. In case, you´re not a member of 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland/ please register to join the 
discussion/cocreation process...

27.1.: Shopping in Margao; we meet our �shermen neighbours at the new market. 
Gonzo and Leona bring their latest bottle-catch for the island. Collecting bottles at the 
beaches has become a major marketing-tool as well and big fun Then Geolina joins the 
artventure and together we create 3 new �oats: 2 �oat-planters and 1 �oat-sandwich for 
the growing Open Island. Evening-show "indian classical music" with ArtEscape

19.1.: Today we´ve worked out the basic �oat-bag construction at our construction site. 
This will become one of three di�erent �oat-modules and is needed for large, �exible 
areas like our �oating garden.

21.1.: WOW - our Epic-�oatcrete samples work great. Good consistence, buoancy and 
stability! We now �gure out applications in scale with this epic material Also, Deepak 
presented a great modular �oat system based on palettes (wood / plastic). To build a 
�oating island becomes as easy as playing LEGO with it. (Evening another party - Janua-
ry is packed with birthdays.

22.1.: Today we searched the scrap yards for the basic materials. 
Everything is there - and on our construction site now.

23.1.: These bugs have eaten crucial parts of our last �oat. So we dismantle it totally and 
rebuild it with right material treatment. Deepak has submitted a great Design-study, 
which inspires us to work on the palette-format. Varca wins 1:0 against Colva in football 
match.

24.1.: �nalizing the basic design for the static part of the Open-Island. Based on Deepak's 
design and combined with all other ideas and concepts, the construction of this �oating 
island enters the realization phase. With another three weeks to come, asap-island 3.0 is 
perfectly well in schedule

Logbook of the asap-island 3.0 workshop in Goa/India, 11.1.-16.2.2014,
written day by day by Joy Lohmann and released at www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland.  
(All pictures in higher resolution CC at www.�ickr.com/photos/joy-art/sets/ )

For half a year, the German artlab4 
collective had planned the thematic 
workshops, launched a crowdfunding 
campaign, edited a promotion trailer 
and  organized some glocal coopera-
tions and events. Then, at the begin-
ning of 2014, the international team 
met at Art Escape Goa and started 
their „OPEN-ISLAND artventure“:

11.1.2014: recovery, cleaning, evaluation of riverboat SALY (and chilling on it) in Varca, 
Goa, India. Tomorrow, 12.1. 11 AM start of bamboo-design workshop.

12.1.2014: at BambooHouse, we brainstorm and prototype asap-island-apps. Big, creati-
ve fun and many ideas

13.1.2014: we get comfortable at our main construction site on river SAL. We work on 
the basic construction principles and discuss materials and techniques with di�erent 
local experts on location. 

14.1.: Getting materials from scrapyards, markets, neighbours, beach and free delivery 
on the river, as we have installed SALY in a way, that all the �oating waste gets caught. 
Then we assort bottles, �ip�ops, plastic, tetrapacks and styrofoam and clean the river.

In January/February 2014, the Sealand Multiversity initiated the 5 weeks „asap-
island 3.0“ workshop in South Goa, India.
Once again, German artist Joy Lohmann and „Positive Nett-Works e.V.“ cooperated 
with „Art Escape Goa“ and „Design Intervention“ to continue the realization of an 
autarkic �oating island of recycled and renewable materials. The workshop was 
enabled by the artlab4 collective, several generous crowdfunders, local partners 
and a wide range of volunteers. The honor of all results, innovations and the 
open-source manuals is due all of these passionate participants. Thank you!

Project context

Asap-island 3.0 is the third chapter of the ongoing asap-island project.

- In 2012, the �rst project in Goa/India led to an upcycled sailing catamaran for 
the Arabian Sea, called „i-land Goa“.

- In 2013, the project was shifted to the River Sal, where a new construction was 
realized within a 10 days workshop. The river raft „SALY“ was built with di�erent 
�oat devices and meant to test and de�ne appropriate materials and techniques 
for larger �oating structures on inland waters.

With these experiments and a local core team, asap-island 3.0 was set to start the 
construction of a transferable low-tech and low-budget pilot island for various 
purposes worldwide: Open-Island is a collaborative open-source project, to be 
shared and continued by the Sealand Multiversity community and all interested 
organisations, groups or individuals. 

15.1.: Cooperation with NGO TaraTrustIndia: They will organize a collection of "messages 
in the bottle" at 8 local schools and kindergardens on Republic Day (26.1.) Our �oating 
"greenheart-garden" will �oat on childrens dreams and ideas Then bamboo work with a 
gifted bamboo-toolbox. Right now concert with ELVIS (on guitar), later some birthday 
beach party.........

16.1.: Because of yesterdays beachparty we started quite late. At a carpenter workshop, 
we startet the experiments with �oating concrete.
In the evening, we had an open stage (no mercy or escape). Afterwards beautiful Guitar 
session with Darryl, which we recorded for our asap-island soundtrack.

17.1.: continuing the EPIC-�oat experiments, then building a bambooframe for a canoe-
alike pontoon. Chris and his family in Chinchini is soo nice and very helpful. They know 
all these local traditional materials. So we possibly will replace cement with a lime-clay 
mixture to make our Epic-�oats even more sustainable.

18.1.: In India, everything can happen very fast - or take a whole day. We copied some 
�yers, posters and 500 forms for the "message in the bottle" collection. In the evening 
we participated at the glocal "Co-cktails" event, inventing the "Goan Delight"-Cocktail 
and sharing it online via Skype and facebook. See all the incoming Co-cktail recipes at 
http://www.facebook.com/events/227837860725609/
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Two more �oat units developed: the drum-�oat is the most common way to �oat a 
palette; our "half-bag �oat" provides 350 kg buoyancy/square meter and is really easy to 
build.

2.2.: Our partner Tara-Trust brings a group of 8 children to help on Open-Island and 
submit their "messages in the bottle". So do we, the volunteers team

3.2.: Testing �oats of all kind. Completed the basic construction for a "greenheart 
garden" (plants to be inserted). Meanwhile at the Design-intervention workshop, a 
Fletner Rotor windmill was built (pics coming asap).

4.2.: Deepak presents the planned island-apps and demonstrates the compost toilet. The 
local police visits our project to �nd out what we´re doing and if any money is earned by 
someone (Our Open-Island presentation is strange enough for them to not interact We 
prepare the �oating Epic-composite and will use our basketboat as a mold. We spend 
the Siesta-time at the beach. First night at our campsite, which has become a second 
home to us.

5.2.: early morning birdwatching tour on River Sal We test the easiest desalination plant 
ever: Put a 5liter plastic bottle over a bowl of sea water. In this heat, the water evapo-
rates, condensates on the bottle surface, drips onto the soil and waters the surrounding 
plants.

28.1.: built the �rst 4 sandwich-�oats to test the �oat-system. perfect Then our neigh-
bour sold us his old connicle (round bamboo boat).

29.1.: we´ve developed the grid and joint connection technique. De�ned the central 
static platform. And celebrated Geolinas birthday in the most di�erent ways

30.1.: Float production on construction site. Joy has found a great local garage-doctor 
for his "scrapyard infection". Claudia arrives to join the process

31.1.: WHAT. A. PARTY... 2 birthdays + halfway-party of asap-island 3.0 workshop 2014 
Love you all, guys ´n girls!

1.2.: Deepak joins the Open-Island with his design-intervention team, working on open-
source Island-apps. (You can join their workshop the coming week, if around in Goa.) 

6.2.: We start with a project-presentation at the panchyat (local administration) for 
permissions and future cooperation. Building another fresh-water planter and hunting 
natural �oating islands coming along on the river. Then erecting the island tower and 
starting the shelter construction. It is just amazing to work at the riverbank inmidst a 
group of eagles catching �sh and water snakes right beneath. The Open Island slowly 
gets its �nal shape Ten days left to complete it...

7.2.: twentyfour hour - full power - no toilet no shower - still smelling like �ower

8.2.: we trasformed a full bag of "messages in the bottle" from local school-children into 
the GREENHEART GARDEN. This construction on the remaining parts of last years river-
boat SALY will hopefully grow over the years into a �oating mangrove island.

9.2.: Today, we visited an electronics+solar inventor, who will help to power the Open 
Island. While preparing the main platform for the launch, we make an EPIC-�oat modell 
(papercrete+styrofoam over an earth mould, reinforced with Bamboo). The most easy 
way to make a �oat-platform is a stu�ed �sher-net with plastic bottles with a bamboo-
grid...

10.2.: GREAT LAUNCH of the main Open-Island platform. Still a lot to work on, but the 
rest will be done on water. It �oats great and also inserting/adding �oat-paletts later is 
pretty easy. Special feature: Our rapper learns to swim

11.2.: Another beautiful day on the �oating Open Island. > reycled tyre �oat bumpers; 
�oating epic-composite boat completed; �oat-bag manufactoring; �rst dinner aboard.

12.2.: At Deepak Pathania´s Design-Intervention workshop: The Compost-Toilet comple-
ted, the vertical axis wind-turbine to be mounted tomorrow. Meanwhile on the Open 
Island: Covers and reeling being �xed; �oating garden �lled with river mud and soil; 
mangrove seedlings harvested at low tide.

13.2: Launched the little EPIC-boat - it´s damn heavy but �oats nicely Also installation of 
windmill + compost toilet + solar cooker; re-arrangement of the �oating platform, 
gardens and other elements (quite an impressive amount and space). For the opening, 
we prepare an exhibition and clean up the workspace. Looking forward to a grand 
opening tomorrow

14.2.: Grand opening of the OPEN-ISLAND:
�oating platform - bio-toilet - vertical windmill - �oating garden (sea-/+fresh-water) - 
solar cooking - exhibition - sinking corricle - �ag hissing - full moon - fruit salad - multi-
purpose platform - glocal community - lowtech innovations - ...

15.2. Asap-island is a never-ending story and there are several projects, we weren´t able 
to �nish so far. So, the day after the opening of OPEN-ISLAND, we start the fresh-water 
plantation and test/evaluate the di�erent �oat modulees for future projects and expan-
sion of this �oating island.

16.2. The „asap-island 3.0“ workshop comes to an end: 5 weeks of passionate work, 
cocreative improvisation and joyful learnings within a multicultural interdisciplinar 
team, creating a �oating island out of recycled and renewable materials, the beginning 
of OPEN-ISLAND.
The social sculpture had become an open-source design study for low-budget �oating 
platforms. It is now awaiting to be transformed into a humanitarian research platform 
for lowtech applications as well as an o�grid community at the banks of River Sal in Goa. 
Open-Island invites you to be a part of this ongoing adventure, be it online on our websi-
te and community platform or on location within a workshop on your next visit to India.

Joy Lohmann, Sealand Multiversity, joy@joy-art.de

24.1.: also �nished �rst �oat-planter, collected plants, dismantled our riverboat SALY and 
spent useless hours allover Margao scrapyard...

25.1.: Sunday chilling on site with exotic fruit session But with the plans in mind and all 
required materials available, we start the "mass-production" of palett-�oats and �oat-
planters for the Open-Island. We play the Island-Apps game (cardboard-peces represen-
ting a square meter and speci�c function of our island). Finally, a botanist appears and 
helps us �nd some mangrove seedlings. Another inspiring day at the rivershore. Wish, 
you all could be with us now...

25.1.: building the palette-�oat prototype, launching the open-source Island-App Chal-
lenge. Great, immediate response from all over. In case, you´re not a member of 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland/ please register to join the 
discussion/cocreation process...

27.1.: Shopping in Margao; we meet our �shermen neighbours at the new market. 
Gonzo and Leona bring their latest bottle-catch for the island. Collecting bottles at the 
beaches has become a major marketing-tool as well and big fun Then Geolina joins the 
artventure and together we create 3 new �oats: 2 �oat-planters and 1 �oat-sandwich for 
the growing Open Island. Evening-show "indian classical music" with ArtEscape

19.1.: Today we´ve worked out the basic �oat-bag construction at our construction site. 
This will become one of three di�erent �oat-modules and is needed for large, �exible 
areas like our �oating garden.

21.1.: WOW - our Epic-�oatcrete samples work great. Good consistence, buoancy and 
stability! We now �gure out applications in scale with this epic material Also, Deepak 
presented a great modular �oat system based on palettes (wood / plastic). To build a 
�oating island becomes as easy as playing LEGO with it. (Evening another party - Janua-
ry is packed with birthdays.

22.1.: Today we searched the scrap yards for the basic materials. 
Everything is there - and on our construction site now.

23.1.: These bugs have eaten crucial parts of our last �oat. So we dismantle it totally and 
rebuild it with right material treatment. Deepak has submitted a great Design-study, 
which inspires us to work on the palette-format. Varca wins 1:0 against Colva in football 
match.

24.1.: �nalizing the basic design for the static part of the Open-Island. Based on Deepak's 
design and combined with all other ideas and concepts, the construction of this �oating 
island enters the realization phase. With another three weeks to come, asap-island 3.0 is 
perfectly well in schedule

Logbook of the asap-island 3.0 workshop in Goa/India, 11.1.-16.2.2014,
written day by day by Joy Lohmann and released at www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland.  
(All pictures in higher resolution CC at www.�ickr.com/photos/joy-art/sets/ )

For half a year, the German artlab4 
collective had planned the thematic 
workshops, launched a crowdfunding 
campaign, edited a promotion trailer 
and  organized some glocal coopera-
tions and events. Then, at the begin-
ning of 2014, the international team 
met at Art Escape Goa and started 
their „OPEN-ISLAND artventure“:

11.1.2014: recovery, cleaning, evaluation of riverboat SALY (and chilling on it) in Varca, 
Goa, India. Tomorrow, 12.1. 11 AM start of bamboo-design workshop.

12.1.2014: at BambooHouse, we brainstorm and prototype asap-island-apps. Big, creati-
ve fun and many ideas

13.1.2014: we get comfortable at our main construction site on river SAL. We work on 
the basic construction principles and discuss materials and techniques with di�erent 
local experts on location. 

14.1.: Getting materials from scrapyards, markets, neighbours, beach and free delivery 
on the river, as we have installed SALY in a way, that all the �oating waste gets caught. 
Then we assort bottles, �ip�ops, plastic, tetrapacks and styrofoam and clean the river.

In January/February 2014, the Sealand Multiversity initiated the 5 weeks „asap-
island 3.0“ workshop in South Goa, India.
Once again, German artist Joy Lohmann and „Positive Nett-Works e.V.“ cooperated 
with „Art Escape Goa“ and „Design Intervention“ to continue the realization of an 
autarkic �oating island of recycled and renewable materials. The workshop was 
enabled by the artlab4 collective, several generous crowdfunders, local partners 
and a wide range of volunteers. The honor of all results, innovations and the 
open-source manuals is due all of these passionate participants. Thank you!

Project context

Asap-island 3.0 is the third chapter of the ongoing asap-island project.

- In 2012, the �rst project in Goa/India led to an upcycled sailing catamaran for 
the Arabian Sea, called „i-land Goa“.

- In 2013, the project was shifted to the River Sal, where a new construction was 
realized within a 10 days workshop. The river raft „SALY“ was built with di�erent 
�oat devices and meant to test and de�ne appropriate materials and techniques 
for larger �oating structures on inland waters.

With these experiments and a local core team, asap-island 3.0 was set to start the 
construction of a transferable low-tech and low-budget pilot island for various 
purposes worldwide: Open-Island is a collaborative open-source project, to be 
shared and continued by the Sealand Multiversity community and all interested 
organisations, groups or individuals. 

15.1.: Cooperation with NGO TaraTrustIndia: They will organize a collection of "messages 
in the bottle" at 8 local schools and kindergardens on Republic Day (26.1.) Our �oating 
"greenheart-garden" will �oat on childrens dreams and ideas Then bamboo work with a 
gifted bamboo-toolbox. Right now concert with ELVIS (on guitar), later some birthday 
beach party.........

16.1.: Because of yesterdays beachparty we started quite late. At a carpenter workshop, 
we startet the experiments with �oating concrete.
In the evening, we had an open stage (no mercy or escape). Afterwards beautiful Guitar 
session with Darryl, which we recorded for our asap-island soundtrack.

17.1.: continuing the EPIC-�oat experiments, then building a bambooframe for a canoe-
alike pontoon. Chris and his family in Chinchini is soo nice and very helpful. They know 
all these local traditional materials. So we possibly will replace cement with a lime-clay 
mixture to make our Epic-�oats even more sustainable.

18.1.: In India, everything can happen very fast - or take a whole day. We copied some 
�yers, posters and 500 forms for the "message in the bottle" collection. In the evening 
we participated at the glocal "Co-cktails" event, inventing the "Goan Delight"-Cocktail 
and sharing it online via Skype and facebook. See all the incoming Co-cktail recipes at 
http://www.facebook.com/events/227837860725609/
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Two more �oat units developed: the drum-�oat is the most common way to �oat a 
palette; our "half-bag �oat" provides 350 kg buoyancy/square meter and is really easy to 
build.

2.2.: Our partner Tara-Trust brings a group of 8 children to help on Open-Island and 
submit their "messages in the bottle". So do we, the volunteers team

3.2.: Testing �oats of all kind. Completed the basic construction for a "greenheart 
garden" (plants to be inserted). Meanwhile at the Design-intervention workshop, a 
Fletner Rotor windmill was built (pics coming asap).

4.2.: Deepak presents the planned island-apps and demonstrates the compost toilet. The 
local police visits our project to �nd out what we´re doing and if any money is earned by 
someone (Our Open-Island presentation is strange enough for them to not interact We 
prepare the �oating Epic-composite and will use our basketboat as a mold. We spend 
the Siesta-time at the beach. First night at our campsite, which has become a second 
home to us.

5.2.: early morning birdwatching tour on River Sal We test the easiest desalination plant 
ever: Put a 5liter plastic bottle over a bowl of sea water. In this heat, the water evapo-
rates, condensates on the bottle surface, drips onto the soil and waters the surrounding 
plants.

28.1.: built the �rst 4 sandwich-�oats to test the �oat-system. perfect Then our neigh-
bour sold us his old connicle (round bamboo boat).

29.1.: we´ve developed the grid and joint connection technique. De�ned the central 
static platform. And celebrated Geolinas birthday in the most di�erent ways

30.1.: Float production on construction site. Joy has found a great local garage-doctor 
for his "scrapyard infection". Claudia arrives to join the process

31.1.: WHAT. A. PARTY... 2 birthdays + halfway-party of asap-island 3.0 workshop 2014 
Love you all, guys ´n girls!

1.2.: Deepak joins the Open-Island with his design-intervention team, working on open-
source Island-apps. (You can join their workshop the coming week, if around in Goa.) 

6.2.: We start with a project-presentation at the panchyat (local administration) for 
permissions and future cooperation. Building another fresh-water planter and hunting 
natural �oating islands coming along on the river. Then erecting the island tower and 
starting the shelter construction. It is just amazing to work at the riverbank inmidst a 
group of eagles catching �sh and water snakes right beneath. The Open Island slowly 
gets its �nal shape Ten days left to complete it...

7.2.: twentyfour hour - full power - no toilet no shower - still smelling like �ower

8.2.: we trasformed a full bag of "messages in the bottle" from local school-children into 
the GREENHEART GARDEN. This construction on the remaining parts of last years river-
boat SALY will hopefully grow over the years into a �oating mangrove island.

9.2.: Today, we visited an electronics+solar inventor, who will help to power the Open 
Island. While preparing the main platform for the launch, we make an EPIC-�oat modell 
(papercrete+styrofoam over an earth mould, reinforced with Bamboo). The most easy 
way to make a �oat-platform is a stu�ed �sher-net with plastic bottles with a bamboo-
grid...

10.2.: GREAT LAUNCH of the main Open-Island platform. Still a lot to work on, but the 
rest will be done on water. It �oats great and also inserting/adding �oat-paletts later is 
pretty easy. Special feature: Our rapper learns to swim

11.2.: Another beautiful day on the �oating Open Island. > reycled tyre �oat bumpers; 
�oating epic-composite boat completed; �oat-bag manufactoring; �rst dinner aboard.

12.2.: At Deepak Pathania´s Design-Intervention workshop: The Compost-Toilet comple-
ted, the vertical axis wind-turbine to be mounted tomorrow. Meanwhile on the Open 
Island: Covers and reeling being �xed; �oating garden �lled with river mud and soil; 
mangrove seedlings harvested at low tide.

13.2: Launched the little EPIC-boat - it´s damn heavy but �oats nicely Also installation of 
windmill + compost toilet + solar cooker; re-arrangement of the �oating platform, 
gardens and other elements (quite an impressive amount and space). For the opening, 
we prepare an exhibition and clean up the workspace. Looking forward to a grand 
opening tomorrow

14.2.: Grand opening of the OPEN-ISLAND:
�oating platform - bio-toilet - vertical windmill - �oating garden (sea-/+fresh-water) - 
solar cooking - exhibition - sinking corricle - �ag hissing - full moon - fruit salad - multi-
purpose platform - glocal community - lowtech innovations - ...

15.2. Asap-island is a never-ending story and there are several projects, we weren´t able 
to �nish so far. So, the day after the opening of OPEN-ISLAND, we start the fresh-water 
plantation and test/evaluate the di�erent �oat modulees for future projects and expan-
sion of this �oating island.

16.2. The „asap-island 3.0“ workshop comes to an end: 5 weeks of passionate work, 
cocreative improvisation and joyful learnings within a multicultural interdisciplinar 
team, creating a �oating island out of recycled and renewable materials, the beginning 
of OPEN-ISLAND.
The social sculpture had become an open-source design study for low-budget �oating 
platforms. It is now awaiting to be transformed into a humanitarian research platform 
for lowtech applications as well as an o�grid community at the banks of River Sal in Goa. 
Open-Island invites you to be a part of this ongoing adventure, be it online on our websi-
te and community platform or on location within a workshop on your next visit to India.

Joy Lohmann, Sealand Multiversity, joy@joy-art.de

24.1.: also �nished �rst �oat-planter, collected plants, dismantled our riverboat SALY and 
spent useless hours allover Margao scrapyard...

25.1.: Sunday chilling on site with exotic fruit session But with the plans in mind and all 
required materials available, we start the "mass-production" of palett-�oats and �oat-
planters for the Open-Island. We play the Island-Apps game (cardboard-peces represen-
ting a square meter and speci�c function of our island). Finally, a botanist appears and 
helps us �nd some mangrove seedlings. Another inspiring day at the rivershore. Wish, 
you all could be with us now...

25.1.: building the palette-�oat prototype, launching the open-source Island-App Chal-
lenge. Great, immediate response from all over. In case, you´re not a member of 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland/ please register to join the 
discussion/cocreation process...

27.1.: Shopping in Margao; we meet our �shermen neighbours at the new market. 
Gonzo and Leona bring their latest bottle-catch for the island. Collecting bottles at the 
beaches has become a major marketing-tool as well and big fun Then Geolina joins the 
artventure and together we create 3 new �oats: 2 �oat-planters and 1 �oat-sandwich for 
the growing Open Island. Evening-show "indian classical music" with ArtEscape

19.1.: Today we´ve worked out the basic �oat-bag construction at our construction site. 
This will become one of three di�erent �oat-modules and is needed for large, �exible 
areas like our �oating garden.

21.1.: WOW - our Epic-�oatcrete samples work great. Good consistence, buoancy and 
stability! We now �gure out applications in scale with this epic material Also, Deepak 
presented a great modular �oat system based on palettes (wood / plastic). To build a 
�oating island becomes as easy as playing LEGO with it. (Evening another party - Janua-
ry is packed with birthdays.

22.1.: Today we searched the scrap yards for the basic materials. 
Everything is there - and on our construction site now.

23.1.: These bugs have eaten crucial parts of our last �oat. So we dismantle it totally and 
rebuild it with right material treatment. Deepak has submitted a great Design-study, 
which inspires us to work on the palette-format. Varca wins 1:0 against Colva in football 
match.

24.1.: �nalizing the basic design for the static part of the Open-Island. Based on Deepak's 
design and combined with all other ideas and concepts, the construction of this �oating 
island enters the realization phase. With another three weeks to come, asap-island 3.0 is 
perfectly well in schedule

Logbook of the asap-island 3.0 workshop in Goa/India, 11.1.-16.2.2014,
written day by day by Joy Lohmann and released at www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland.  
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For half a year, the German artlab4 
collective had planned the thematic 
workshops, launched a crowdfunding 
campaign, edited a promotion trailer 
and  organized some glocal coopera-
tions and events. Then, at the begin-
ning of 2014, the international team 
met at Art Escape Goa and started 
their „OPEN-ISLAND artventure“:

11.1.2014: recovery, cleaning, evaluation of riverboat SALY (and chilling on it) in Varca, 
Goa, India. Tomorrow, 12.1. 11 AM start of bamboo-design workshop.

12.1.2014: at BambooHouse, we brainstorm and prototype asap-island-apps. Big, creati-
ve fun and many ideas

13.1.2014: we get comfortable at our main construction site on river SAL. We work on 
the basic construction principles and discuss materials and techniques with di�erent 
local experts on location. 

14.1.: Getting materials from scrapyards, markets, neighbours, beach and free delivery 
on the river, as we have installed SALY in a way, that all the �oating waste gets caught. 
Then we assort bottles, �ip�ops, plastic, tetrapacks and styrofoam and clean the river.

In January/February 2014, the Sealand Multiversity initiated the 5 weeks „asap-
island 3.0“ workshop in South Goa, India.
Once again, German artist Joy Lohmann and „Positive Nett-Works e.V.“ cooperated 
with „Art Escape Goa“ and „Design Intervention“ to continue the realization of an 
autarkic �oating island of recycled and renewable materials. The workshop was 
enabled by the artlab4 collective, several generous crowdfunders, local partners 
and a wide range of volunteers. The honor of all results, innovations and the 
open-source manuals is due all of these passionate participants. Thank you!

Project context

Asap-island 3.0 is the third chapter of the ongoing asap-island project.

- In 2012, the �rst project in Goa/India led to an upcycled sailing catamaran for 
the Arabian Sea, called „i-land Goa“.

- In 2013, the project was shifted to the River Sal, where a new construction was 
realized within a 10 days workshop. The river raft „SALY“ was built with di�erent 
�oat devices and meant to test and de�ne appropriate materials and techniques 
for larger �oating structures on inland waters.

With these experiments and a local core team, asap-island 3.0 was set to start the 
construction of a transferable low-tech and low-budget pilot island for various 
purposes worldwide: Open-Island is a collaborative open-source project, to be 
shared and continued by the Sealand Multiversity community and all interested 
organisations, groups or individuals. 

15.1.: Cooperation with NGO TaraTrustIndia: They will organize a collection of "messages 
in the bottle" at 8 local schools and kindergardens on Republic Day (26.1.) Our �oating 
"greenheart-garden" will �oat on childrens dreams and ideas Then bamboo work with a 
gifted bamboo-toolbox. Right now concert with ELVIS (on guitar), later some birthday 
beach party.........

16.1.: Because of yesterdays beachparty we started quite late. At a carpenter workshop, 
we startet the experiments with �oating concrete.
In the evening, we had an open stage (no mercy or escape). Afterwards beautiful Guitar 
session with Darryl, which we recorded for our asap-island soundtrack.

17.1.: continuing the EPIC-�oat experiments, then building a bambooframe for a canoe-
alike pontoon. Chris and his family in Chinchini is soo nice and very helpful. They know 
all these local traditional materials. So we possibly will replace cement with a lime-clay 
mixture to make our Epic-�oats even more sustainable.

18.1.: In India, everything can happen very fast - or take a whole day. We copied some 
�yers, posters and 500 forms for the "message in the bottle" collection. In the evening 
we participated at the glocal "Co-cktails" event, inventing the "Goan Delight"-Cocktail 
and sharing it online via Skype and facebook. See all the incoming Co-cktail recipes at 
http://www.facebook.com/events/227837860725609/
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Two more �oat units developed: the drum-�oat is the most common way to �oat a 
palette; our "half-bag �oat" provides 350 kg buoyancy/square meter and is really easy to 
build.

2.2.: Our partner Tara-Trust brings a group of 8 children to help on Open-Island and 
submit their "messages in the bottle". So do we, the volunteers team

3.2.: Testing �oats of all kind. Completed the basic construction for a "greenheart 
garden" (plants to be inserted). Meanwhile at the Design-intervention workshop, a 
Fletner Rotor windmill was built (pics coming asap).

4.2.: Deepak presents the planned island-apps and demonstrates the compost toilet. The 
local police visits our project to �nd out what we´re doing and if any money is earned by 
someone (Our Open-Island presentation is strange enough for them to not interact We 
prepare the �oating Epic-composite and will use our basketboat as a mold. We spend 
the Siesta-time at the beach. First night at our campsite, which has become a second 
home to us.

5.2.: early morning birdwatching tour on River Sal We test the easiest desalination plant 
ever: Put a 5liter plastic bottle over a bowl of sea water. In this heat, the water evapo-
rates, condensates on the bottle surface, drips onto the soil and waters the surrounding 
plants.

28.1.: built the �rst 4 sandwich-�oats to test the �oat-system. perfect Then our neigh-
bour sold us his old connicle (round bamboo boat).

29.1.: we´ve developed the grid and joint connection technique. De�ned the central 
static platform. And celebrated Geolinas birthday in the most di�erent ways

30.1.: Float production on construction site. Joy has found a great local garage-doctor 
for his "scrapyard infection". Claudia arrives to join the process

31.1.: WHAT. A. PARTY... 2 birthdays + halfway-party of asap-island 3.0 workshop 2014 
Love you all, guys ´n girls!

1.2.: Deepak joins the Open-Island with his design-intervention team, working on open-
source Island-apps. (You can join their workshop the coming week, if around in Goa.) 

6.2.: We start with a project-presentation at the panchyat (local administration) for 
permissions and future cooperation. Building another fresh-water planter and hunting 
natural �oating islands coming along on the river. Then erecting the island tower and 
starting the shelter construction. It is just amazing to work at the riverbank inmidst a 
group of eagles catching �sh and water snakes right beneath. The Open Island slowly 
gets its �nal shape Ten days left to complete it...

7.2.: twentyfour hour - full power - no toilet no shower - still smelling like �ower

8.2.: we trasformed a full bag of "messages in the bottle" from local school-children into 
the GREENHEART GARDEN. This construction on the remaining parts of last years river-
boat SALY will hopefully grow over the years into a �oating mangrove island.

9.2.: Today, we visited an electronics+solar inventor, who will help to power the Open 
Island. While preparing the main platform for the launch, we make an EPIC-�oat modell 
(papercrete+styrofoam over an earth mould, reinforced with Bamboo). The most easy 
way to make a �oat-platform is a stu�ed �sher-net with plastic bottles with a bamboo-
grid...

10.2.: GREAT LAUNCH of the main Open-Island platform. Still a lot to work on, but the 
rest will be done on water. It �oats great and also inserting/adding �oat-paletts later is 
pretty easy. Special feature: Our rapper learns to swim

11.2.: Another beautiful day on the �oating Open Island. > reycled tyre �oat bumpers; 
�oating epic-composite boat completed; �oat-bag manufactoring; �rst dinner aboard.

12.2.: At Deepak Pathania´s Design-Intervention workshop: The Compost-Toilet comple-
ted, the vertical axis wind-turbine to be mounted tomorrow. Meanwhile on the Open 
Island: Covers and reeling being �xed; �oating garden �lled with river mud and soil; 
mangrove seedlings harvested at low tide.

13.2: Launched the little EPIC-boat - it´s damn heavy but �oats nicely Also installation of 
windmill + compost toilet + solar cooker; re-arrangement of the �oating platform, 
gardens and other elements (quite an impressive amount and space). For the opening, 
we prepare an exhibition and clean up the workspace. Looking forward to a grand 
opening tomorrow

14.2.: Grand opening of the OPEN-ISLAND:
�oating platform - bio-toilet - vertical windmill - �oating garden (sea-/+fresh-water) - 
solar cooking - exhibition - sinking corricle - �ag hissing - full moon - fruit salad - multi-
purpose platform - glocal community - lowtech innovations - ...

15.2. Asap-island is a never-ending story and there are several projects, we weren´t able 
to �nish so far. So, the day after the opening of OPEN-ISLAND, we start the fresh-water 
plantation and test/evaluate the di�erent �oat modulees for future projects and expan-
sion of this �oating island.

16.2. The „asap-island 3.0“ workshop comes to an end: 5 weeks of passionate work, 
cocreative improvisation and joyful learnings within a multicultural interdisciplinar 
team, creating a �oating island out of recycled and renewable materials, the beginning 
of OPEN-ISLAND.
The social sculpture had become an open-source design study for low-budget �oating 
platforms. It is now awaiting to be transformed into a humanitarian research platform 
for lowtech applications as well as an o�grid community at the banks of River Sal in Goa. 
Open-Island invites you to be a part of this ongoing adventure, be it online on our websi-
te and community platform or on location within a workshop on your next visit to India.

Joy Lohmann, Sealand Multiversity, joy@joy-art.de

24.1.: also �nished �rst �oat-planter, collected plants, dismantled our riverboat SALY and 
spent useless hours allover Margao scrapyard...

25.1.: Sunday chilling on site with exotic fruit session But with the plans in mind and all 
required materials available, we start the "mass-production" of palett-�oats and �oat-
planters for the Open-Island. We play the Island-Apps game (cardboard-peces represen-
ting a square meter and speci�c function of our island). Finally, a botanist appears and 
helps us �nd some mangrove seedlings. Another inspiring day at the rivershore. Wish, 
you all could be with us now...

25.1.: building the palette-�oat prototype, launching the open-source Island-App Chal-
lenge. Great, immediate response from all over. In case, you´re not a member of 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland/ please register to join the 
discussion/cocreation process...

27.1.: Shopping in Margao; we meet our �shermen neighbours at the new market. 
Gonzo and Leona bring their latest bottle-catch for the island. Collecting bottles at the 
beaches has become a major marketing-tool as well and big fun Then Geolina joins the 
artventure and together we create 3 new �oats: 2 �oat-planters and 1 �oat-sandwich for 
the growing Open Island. Evening-show "indian classical music" with ArtEscape

19.1.: Today we´ve worked out the basic �oat-bag construction at our construction site. 
This will become one of three di�erent �oat-modules and is needed for large, �exible 
areas like our �oating garden.

21.1.: WOW - our Epic-�oatcrete samples work great. Good consistence, buoancy and 
stability! We now �gure out applications in scale with this epic material Also, Deepak 
presented a great modular �oat system based on palettes (wood / plastic). To build a 
�oating island becomes as easy as playing LEGO with it. (Evening another party - Janua-
ry is packed with birthdays.

22.1.: Today we searched the scrap yards for the basic materials. 
Everything is there - and on our construction site now.

23.1.: These bugs have eaten crucial parts of our last �oat. So we dismantle it totally and 
rebuild it with right material treatment. Deepak has submitted a great Design-study, 
which inspires us to work on the palette-format. Varca wins 1:0 against Colva in football 
match.

24.1.: �nalizing the basic design for the static part of the Open-Island. Based on Deepak's 
design and combined with all other ideas and concepts, the construction of this �oating 
island enters the realization phase. With another three weeks to come, asap-island 3.0 is 
perfectly well in schedule
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For half a year, the German artlab4 
collective had planned the thematic 
workshops, launched a crowdfunding 
campaign, edited a promotion trailer 
and  organized some glocal coopera-
tions and events. Then, at the begin-
ning of 2014, the international team 
met at Art Escape Goa and started 
their „OPEN-ISLAND artventure“:

11.1.2014: recovery, cleaning, evaluation of riverboat SALY (and chilling on it) in Varca, 
Goa, India. Tomorrow, 12.1. 11 AM start of bamboo-design workshop.

12.1.2014: at BambooHouse, we brainstorm and prototype asap-island-apps. Big, creati-
ve fun and many ideas

13.1.2014: we get comfortable at our main construction site on river SAL. We work on 
the basic construction principles and discuss materials and techniques with di�erent 
local experts on location. 

14.1.: Getting materials from scrapyards, markets, neighbours, beach and free delivery 
on the river, as we have installed SALY in a way, that all the �oating waste gets caught. 
Then we assort bottles, �ip�ops, plastic, tetrapacks and styrofoam and clean the river.

In January/February 2014, the Sealand Multiversity initiated the 5 weeks „asap-
island 3.0“ workshop in South Goa, India.
Once again, German artist Joy Lohmann and „Positive Nett-Works e.V.“ cooperated 
with „Art Escape Goa“ and „Design Intervention“ to continue the realization of an 
autarkic �oating island of recycled and renewable materials. The workshop was 
enabled by the artlab4 collective, several generous crowdfunders, local partners 
and a wide range of volunteers. The honor of all results, innovations and the 
open-source manuals is due all of these passionate participants. Thank you!

Project context

Asap-island 3.0 is the third chapter of the ongoing asap-island project.

- In 2012, the �rst project in Goa/India led to an upcycled sailing catamaran for 
the Arabian Sea, called „i-land Goa“.

- In 2013, the project was shifted to the River Sal, where a new construction was 
realized within a 10 days workshop. The river raft „SALY“ was built with di�erent 
�oat devices and meant to test and de�ne appropriate materials and techniques 
for larger �oating structures on inland waters.

With these experiments and a local core team, asap-island 3.0 was set to start the 
construction of a transferable low-tech and low-budget pilot island for various 
purposes worldwide: Open-Island is a collaborative open-source project, to be 
shared and continued by the Sealand Multiversity community and all interested 
organisations, groups or individuals. 

15.1.: Cooperation with NGO TaraTrustIndia: They will organize a collection of "messages 
in the bottle" at 8 local schools and kindergardens on Republic Day (26.1.) Our �oating 
"greenheart-garden" will �oat on childrens dreams and ideas Then bamboo work with a 
gifted bamboo-toolbox. Right now concert with ELVIS (on guitar), later some birthday 
beach party.........

16.1.: Because of yesterdays beachparty we started quite late. At a carpenter workshop, 
we startet the experiments with �oating concrete.
In the evening, we had an open stage (no mercy or escape). Afterwards beautiful Guitar 
session with Darryl, which we recorded for our asap-island soundtrack.

17.1.: continuing the EPIC-�oat experiments, then building a bambooframe for a canoe-
alike pontoon. Chris and his family in Chinchini is soo nice and very helpful. They know 
all these local traditional materials. So we possibly will replace cement with a lime-clay 
mixture to make our Epic-�oats even more sustainable.

18.1.: In India, everything can happen very fast - or take a whole day. We copied some 
�yers, posters and 500 forms for the "message in the bottle" collection. In the evening 
we participated at the glocal "Co-cktails" event, inventing the "Goan Delight"-Cocktail 
and sharing it online via Skype and facebook. See all the incoming Co-cktail recipes at 
http://www.facebook.com/events/227837860725609/
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Two more �oat units developed: the drum-�oat is the most common way to �oat a 
palette; our "half-bag �oat" provides 350 kg buoyancy/square meter and is really easy to 
build.

2.2.: Our partner Tara-Trust brings a group of 8 children to help on Open-Island and 
submit their "messages in the bottle". So do we, the volunteers team

3.2.: Testing �oats of all kind. Completed the basic construction for a "greenheart 
garden" (plants to be inserted). Meanwhile at the Design-intervention workshop, a 
Fletner Rotor windmill was built (pics coming asap).

4.2.: Deepak presents the planned island-apps and demonstrates the compost toilet. The 
local police visits our project to �nd out what we´re doing and if any money is earned by 
someone (Our Open-Island presentation is strange enough for them to not interact We 
prepare the �oating Epic-composite and will use our basketboat as a mold. We spend 
the Siesta-time at the beach. First night at our campsite, which has become a second 
home to us.

5.2.: early morning birdwatching tour on River Sal We test the easiest desalination plant 
ever: Put a 5liter plastic bottle over a bowl of sea water. In this heat, the water evapo-
rates, condensates on the bottle surface, drips onto the soil and waters the surrounding 
plants.

28.1.: built the �rst 4 sandwich-�oats to test the �oat-system. perfect Then our neigh-
bour sold us his old connicle (round bamboo boat).

29.1.: we´ve developed the grid and joint connection technique. De�ned the central 
static platform. And celebrated Geolinas birthday in the most di�erent ways

30.1.: Float production on construction site. Joy has found a great local garage-doctor 
for his "scrapyard infection". Claudia arrives to join the process

31.1.: WHAT. A. PARTY... 2 birthdays + halfway-party of asap-island 3.0 workshop 2014 
Love you all, guys ´n girls!

1.2.: Deepak joins the Open-Island with his design-intervention team, working on open-
source Island-apps. (You can join their workshop the coming week, if around in Goa.) 

6.2.: We start with a project-presentation at the panchyat (local administration) for 
permissions and future cooperation. Building another fresh-water planter and hunting 
natural �oating islands coming along on the river. Then erecting the island tower and 
starting the shelter construction. It is just amazing to work at the riverbank inmidst a 
group of eagles catching �sh and water snakes right beneath. The Open Island slowly 
gets its �nal shape Ten days left to complete it...

7.2.: twentyfour hour - full power - no toilet no shower - still smelling like �ower

8.2.: we trasformed a full bag of "messages in the bottle" from local school-children into 
the GREENHEART GARDEN. This construction on the remaining parts of last years river-
boat SALY will hopefully grow over the years into a �oating mangrove island.

9.2.: Today, we visited an electronics+solar inventor, who will help to power the Open 
Island. While preparing the main platform for the launch, we make an EPIC-�oat modell 
(papercrete+styrofoam over an earth mould, reinforced with Bamboo). The most easy 
way to make a �oat-platform is a stu�ed �sher-net with plastic bottles with a bamboo-
grid...

10.2.: GREAT LAUNCH of the main Open-Island platform. Still a lot to work on, but the 
rest will be done on water. It �oats great and also inserting/adding �oat-paletts later is 
pretty easy. Special feature: Our rapper learns to swim

11.2.: Another beautiful day on the �oating Open Island. > reycled tyre �oat bumpers; 
�oating epic-composite boat completed; �oat-bag manufactoring; �rst dinner aboard.

12.2.: At Deepak Pathania´s Design-Intervention workshop: The Compost-Toilet comple-
ted, the vertical axis wind-turbine to be mounted tomorrow. Meanwhile on the Open 
Island: Covers and reeling being �xed; �oating garden �lled with river mud and soil; 
mangrove seedlings harvested at low tide.

13.2: Launched the little EPIC-boat - it´s damn heavy but �oats nicely Also installation of 
windmill + compost toilet + solar cooker; re-arrangement of the �oating platform, 
gardens and other elements (quite an impressive amount and space). For the opening, 
we prepare an exhibition and clean up the workspace. Looking forward to a grand 
opening tomorrow

14.2.: Grand opening of the OPEN-ISLAND:
�oating platform - bio-toilet - vertical windmill - �oating garden (sea-/+fresh-water) - 
solar cooking - exhibition - sinking corricle - �ag hissing - full moon - fruit salad - multi-
purpose platform - glocal community - lowtech innovations - ...

15.2. Asap-island is a never-ending story and there are several projects, we weren´t able 
to �nish so far. So, the day after the opening of OPEN-ISLAND, we start the fresh-water 
plantation and test/evaluate the di�erent �oat modulees for future projects and expan-
sion of this �oating island.

16.2. The „asap-island 3.0“ workshop comes to an end: 5 weeks of passionate work, 
cocreative improvisation and joyful learnings within a multicultural interdisciplinar 
team, creating a �oating island out of recycled and renewable materials, the beginning 
of OPEN-ISLAND.
The social sculpture had become an open-source design study for low-budget �oating 
platforms. It is now awaiting to be transformed into a humanitarian research platform 
for lowtech applications as well as an o�grid community at the banks of River Sal in Goa. 
Open-Island invites you to be a part of this ongoing adventure, be it online on our websi-
te and community platform or on location within a workshop on your next visit to India.

Joy Lohmann, Sealand Multiversity, joy@joy-art.de

24.1.: also �nished �rst �oat-planter, collected plants, dismantled our riverboat SALY and 
spent useless hours allover Margao scrapyard...

25.1.: Sunday chilling on site with exotic fruit session But with the plans in mind and all 
required materials available, we start the "mass-production" of palett-�oats and �oat-
planters for the Open-Island. We play the Island-Apps game (cardboard-peces represen-
ting a square meter and speci�c function of our island). Finally, a botanist appears and 
helps us �nd some mangrove seedlings. Another inspiring day at the rivershore. Wish, 
you all could be with us now...

25.1.: building the palette-�oat prototype, launching the open-source Island-App Chal-
lenge. Great, immediate response from all over. In case, you´re not a member of 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland/ please register to join the 
discussion/cocreation process...

27.1.: Shopping in Margao; we meet our �shermen neighbours at the new market. 
Gonzo and Leona bring their latest bottle-catch for the island. Collecting bottles at the 
beaches has become a major marketing-tool as well and big fun Then Geolina joins the 
artventure and together we create 3 new �oats: 2 �oat-planters and 1 �oat-sandwich for 
the growing Open Island. Evening-show "indian classical music" with ArtEscape

19.1.: Today we´ve worked out the basic �oat-bag construction at our construction site. 
This will become one of three di�erent �oat-modules and is needed for large, �exible 
areas like our �oating garden.

21.1.: WOW - our Epic-�oatcrete samples work great. Good consistence, buoancy and 
stability! We now �gure out applications in scale with this epic material Also, Deepak 
presented a great modular �oat system based on palettes (wood / plastic). To build a 
�oating island becomes as easy as playing LEGO with it. (Evening another party - Janua-
ry is packed with birthdays.

22.1.: Today we searched the scrap yards for the basic materials. 
Everything is there - and on our construction site now.

23.1.: These bugs have eaten crucial parts of our last �oat. So we dismantle it totally and 
rebuild it with right material treatment. Deepak has submitted a great Design-study, 
which inspires us to work on the palette-format. Varca wins 1:0 against Colva in football 
match.

24.1.: �nalizing the basic design for the static part of the Open-Island. Based on Deepak's 
design and combined with all other ideas and concepts, the construction of this �oating 
island enters the realization phase. With another three weeks to come, asap-island 3.0 is 
perfectly well in schedule

Logbook of the asap-island 3.0 workshop in Goa/India, 11.1.-16.2.2014,
written day by day by Joy Lohmann and released at www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland.  
(All pictures in higher resolution CC at www.�ickr.com/photos/joy-art/sets/ )

For half a year, the German artlab4 
collective had planned the thematic 
workshops, launched a crowdfunding 
campaign, edited a promotion trailer 
and  organized some glocal coopera-
tions and events. Then, at the begin-
ning of 2014, the international team 
met at Art Escape Goa and started 
their „OPEN-ISLAND artventure“:

11.1.2014: recovery, cleaning, evaluation of riverboat SALY (and chilling on it) in Varca, 
Goa, India. Tomorrow, 12.1. 11 AM start of bamboo-design workshop.

12.1.2014: at BambooHouse, we brainstorm and prototype asap-island-apps. Big, creati-
ve fun and many ideas

13.1.2014: we get comfortable at our main construction site on river SAL. We work on 
the basic construction principles and discuss materials and techniques with di�erent 
local experts on location. 

14.1.: Getting materials from scrapyards, markets, neighbours, beach and free delivery 
on the river, as we have installed SALY in a way, that all the �oating waste gets caught. 
Then we assort bottles, �ip�ops, plastic, tetrapacks and styrofoam and clean the river.

In January/February 2014, the Sealand Multiversity initiated the 5 weeks „asap-
island 3.0“ workshop in South Goa, India.
Once again, German artist Joy Lohmann and „Positive Nett-Works e.V.“ cooperated 
with „Art Escape Goa“ and „Design Intervention“ to continue the realization of an 
autarkic �oating island of recycled and renewable materials. The workshop was 
enabled by the artlab4 collective, several generous crowdfunders, local partners 
and a wide range of volunteers. The honor of all results, innovations and the 
open-source manuals is due all of these passionate participants. Thank you!

Project context

Asap-island 3.0 is the third chapter of the ongoing asap-island project.

- In 2012, the �rst project in Goa/India led to an upcycled sailing catamaran for 
the Arabian Sea, called „i-land Goa“.

- In 2013, the project was shifted to the River Sal, where a new construction was 
realized within a 10 days workshop. The river raft „SALY“ was built with di�erent 
�oat devices and meant to test and de�ne appropriate materials and techniques 
for larger �oating structures on inland waters.

With these experiments and a local core team, asap-island 3.0 was set to start the 
construction of a transferable low-tech and low-budget pilot island for various 
purposes worldwide: Open-Island is a collaborative open-source project, to be 
shared and continued by the Sealand Multiversity community and all interested 
organisations, groups or individuals. 

15.1.: Cooperation with NGO TaraTrustIndia: They will organize a collection of "messages 
in the bottle" at 8 local schools and kindergardens on Republic Day (26.1.) Our �oating 
"greenheart-garden" will �oat on childrens dreams and ideas Then bamboo work with a 
gifted bamboo-toolbox. Right now concert with ELVIS (on guitar), later some birthday 
beach party.........

16.1.: Because of yesterdays beachparty we started quite late. At a carpenter workshop, 
we startet the experiments with �oating concrete.
In the evening, we had an open stage (no mercy or escape). Afterwards beautiful Guitar 
session with Darryl, which we recorded for our asap-island soundtrack.

17.1.: continuing the EPIC-�oat experiments, then building a bambooframe for a canoe-
alike pontoon. Chris and his family in Chinchini is soo nice and very helpful. They know 
all these local traditional materials. So we possibly will replace cement with a lime-clay 
mixture to make our Epic-�oats even more sustainable.

18.1.: In India, everything can happen very fast - or take a whole day. We copied some 
�yers, posters and 500 forms for the "message in the bottle" collection. In the evening 
we participated at the glocal "Co-cktails" event, inventing the "Goan Delight"-Cocktail 
and sharing it online via Skype and facebook. See all the incoming Co-cktail recipes at 
http://www.facebook.com/events/227837860725609/
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Two more �oat units developed: the drum-�oat is the most common way to �oat a 
palette; our "half-bag �oat" provides 350 kg buoyancy/square meter and is really easy to 
build.

2.2.: Our partner Tara-Trust brings a group of 8 children to help on Open-Island and 
submit their "messages in the bottle". So do we, the volunteers team

3.2.: Testing �oats of all kind. Completed the basic construction for a "greenheart 
garden" (plants to be inserted). Meanwhile at the Design-intervention workshop, a 
Fletner Rotor windmill was built (pics coming asap).

4.2.: Deepak presents the planned island-apps and demonstrates the compost toilet. The 
local police visits our project to �nd out what we´re doing and if any money is earned by 
someone (Our Open-Island presentation is strange enough for them to not interact We 
prepare the �oating Epic-composite and will use our basketboat as a mold. We spend 
the Siesta-time at the beach. First night at our campsite, which has become a second 
home to us.

5.2.: early morning birdwatching tour on River Sal We test the easiest desalination plant 
ever: Put a 5liter plastic bottle over a bowl of sea water. In this heat, the water evapo-
rates, condensates on the bottle surface, drips onto the soil and waters the surrounding 
plants.

28.1.: built the �rst 4 sandwich-�oats to test the �oat-system. perfect Then our neigh-
bour sold us his old connicle (round bamboo boat).

29.1.: we´ve developed the grid and joint connection technique. De�ned the central 
static platform. And celebrated Geolinas birthday in the most di�erent ways

30.1.: Float production on construction site. Joy has found a great local garage-doctor 
for his "scrapyard infection". Claudia arrives to join the process

31.1.: WHAT. A. PARTY... 2 birthdays + halfway-party of asap-island 3.0 workshop 2014 
Love you all, guys ´n girls!

1.2.: Deepak joins the Open-Island with his design-intervention team, working on open-
source Island-apps. (You can join their workshop the coming week, if around in Goa.) 

6.2.: We start with a project-presentation at the panchyat (local administration) for 
permissions and future cooperation. Building another fresh-water planter and hunting 
natural �oating islands coming along on the river. Then erecting the island tower and 
starting the shelter construction. It is just amazing to work at the riverbank inmidst a 
group of eagles catching �sh and water snakes right beneath. The Open Island slowly 
gets its �nal shape Ten days left to complete it...

7.2.: twentyfour hour - full power - no toilet no shower - still smelling like �ower

8.2.: we trasformed a full bag of "messages in the bottle" from local school-children into 
the GREENHEART GARDEN. This construction on the remaining parts of last years river-
boat SALY will hopefully grow over the years into a �oating mangrove island.

9.2.: Today, we visited an electronics+solar inventor, who will help to power the Open 
Island. While preparing the main platform for the launch, we make an EPIC-�oat modell 
(papercrete+styrofoam over an earth mould, reinforced with Bamboo). The most easy 
way to make a �oat-platform is a stu�ed �sher-net with plastic bottles with a bamboo-
grid...

10.2.: GREAT LAUNCH of the main Open-Island platform. Still a lot to work on, but the 
rest will be done on water. It �oats great and also inserting/adding �oat-paletts later is 
pretty easy. Special feature: Our rapper learns to swim

11.2.: Another beautiful day on the �oating Open Island. > reycled tyre �oat bumpers; 
�oating epic-composite boat completed; �oat-bag manufactoring; �rst dinner aboard.

12.2.: At Deepak Pathania´s Design-Intervention workshop: The Compost-Toilet comple-
ted, the vertical axis wind-turbine to be mounted tomorrow. Meanwhile on the Open 
Island: Covers and reeling being �xed; �oating garden �lled with river mud and soil; 
mangrove seedlings harvested at low tide.

13.2: Launched the little EPIC-boat - it´s damn heavy but �oats nicely Also installation of 
windmill + compost toilet + solar cooker; re-arrangement of the �oating platform, 
gardens and other elements (quite an impressive amount and space). For the opening, 
we prepare an exhibition and clean up the workspace. Looking forward to a grand 
opening tomorrow

14.2.: Grand opening of the OPEN-ISLAND:
�oating platform - bio-toilet - vertical windmill - �oating garden (sea-/+fresh-water) - 
solar cooking - exhibition - sinking corricle - �ag hissing - full moon - fruit salad - multi-
purpose platform - glocal community - lowtech innovations - ...

15.2. Asap-island is a never-ending story and there are several projects, we weren´t able 
to �nish so far. So, the day after the opening of OPEN-ISLAND, we start the fresh-water 
plantation and test/evaluate the di�erent �oat modulees for future projects and expan-
sion of this �oating island.

16.2. The „asap-island 3.0“ workshop comes to an end: 5 weeks of passionate work, 
cocreative improvisation and joyful learnings within a multicultural interdisciplinar 
team, creating a �oating island out of recycled and renewable materials, the beginning 
of OPEN-ISLAND.
The social sculpture had become an open-source design study for low-budget �oating 
platforms. It is now awaiting to be transformed into a humanitarian research platform 
for lowtech applications as well as an o�grid community at the banks of River Sal in Goa. 
Open-Island invites you to be a part of this ongoing adventure, be it online on our websi-
te and community platform or on location within a workshop on your next visit to India.

Joy Lohmann, Sealand Multiversity, joy@joy-art.de

24.1.: also �nished �rst �oat-planter, collected plants, dismantled our riverboat SALY and 
spent useless hours allover Margao scrapyard...

25.1.: Sunday chilling on site with exotic fruit session But with the plans in mind and all 
required materials available, we start the "mass-production" of palett-�oats and �oat-
planters for the Open-Island. We play the Island-Apps game (cardboard-peces represen-
ting a square meter and speci�c function of our island). Finally, a botanist appears and 
helps us �nd some mangrove seedlings. Another inspiring day at the rivershore. Wish, 
you all could be with us now...

25.1.: building the palette-�oat prototype, launching the open-source Island-App Chal-
lenge. Great, immediate response from all over. In case, you´re not a member of 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland/ please register to join the 
discussion/cocreation process...

27.1.: Shopping in Margao; we meet our �shermen neighbours at the new market. 
Gonzo and Leona bring their latest bottle-catch for the island. Collecting bottles at the 
beaches has become a major marketing-tool as well and big fun Then Geolina joins the 
artventure and together we create 3 new �oats: 2 �oat-planters and 1 �oat-sandwich for 
the growing Open Island. Evening-show "indian classical music" with ArtEscape

19.1.: Today we´ve worked out the basic �oat-bag construction at our construction site. 
This will become one of three di�erent �oat-modules and is needed for large, �exible 
areas like our �oating garden.

21.1.: WOW - our Epic-�oatcrete samples work great. Good consistence, buoancy and 
stability! We now �gure out applications in scale with this epic material Also, Deepak 
presented a great modular �oat system based on palettes (wood / plastic). To build a 
�oating island becomes as easy as playing LEGO with it. (Evening another party - Janua-
ry is packed with birthdays.

22.1.: Today we searched the scrap yards for the basic materials. 
Everything is there - and on our construction site now.

23.1.: These bugs have eaten crucial parts of our last �oat. So we dismantle it totally and 
rebuild it with right material treatment. Deepak has submitted a great Design-study, 
which inspires us to work on the palette-format. Varca wins 1:0 against Colva in football 
match.

24.1.: �nalizing the basic design for the static part of the Open-Island. Based on Deepak's 
design and combined with all other ideas and concepts, the construction of this �oating 
island enters the realization phase. With another three weeks to come, asap-island 3.0 is 
perfectly well in schedule

Logbook of the asap-island 3.0 workshop in Goa/India, 11.1.-16.2.2014,
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For half a year, the German artlab4 
collective had planned the thematic 
workshops, launched a crowdfunding 
campaign, edited a promotion trailer 
and  organized some glocal coopera-
tions and events. Then, at the begin-
ning of 2014, the international team 
met at Art Escape Goa and started 
their „OPEN-ISLAND artventure“:

11.1.2014: recovery, cleaning, evaluation of riverboat SALY (and chilling on it) in Varca, 
Goa, India. Tomorrow, 12.1. 11 AM start of bamboo-design workshop.

12.1.2014: at BambooHouse, we brainstorm and prototype asap-island-apps. Big, creati-
ve fun and many ideas

13.1.2014: we get comfortable at our main construction site on river SAL. We work on 
the basic construction principles and discuss materials and techniques with di�erent 
local experts on location. 

14.1.: Getting materials from scrapyards, markets, neighbours, beach and free delivery 
on the river, as we have installed SALY in a way, that all the �oating waste gets caught. 
Then we assort bottles, �ip�ops, plastic, tetrapacks and styrofoam and clean the river.

In January/February 2014, the Sealand Multiversity initiated the 5 weeks „asap-
island 3.0“ workshop in South Goa, India.
Once again, German artist Joy Lohmann and „Positive Nett-Works e.V.“ cooperated 
with „Art Escape Goa“ and „Design Intervention“ to continue the realization of an 
autarkic �oating island of recycled and renewable materials. The workshop was 
enabled by the artlab4 collective, several generous crowdfunders, local partners 
and a wide range of volunteers. The honor of all results, innovations and the 
open-source manuals is due all of these passionate participants. Thank you!

Project context

Asap-island 3.0 is the third chapter of the ongoing asap-island project.

- In 2012, the �rst project in Goa/India led to an upcycled sailing catamaran for 
the Arabian Sea, called „i-land Goa“.

- In 2013, the project was shifted to the River Sal, where a new construction was 
realized within a 10 days workshop. The river raft „SALY“ was built with di�erent 
�oat devices and meant to test and de�ne appropriate materials and techniques 
for larger �oating structures on inland waters.

With these experiments and a local core team, asap-island 3.0 was set to start the 
construction of a transferable low-tech and low-budget pilot island for various 
purposes worldwide: Open-Island is a collaborative open-source project, to be 
shared and continued by the Sealand Multiversity community and all interested 
organisations, groups or individuals. 

15.1.: Cooperation with NGO TaraTrustIndia: They will organize a collection of "messages 
in the bottle" at 8 local schools and kindergardens on Republic Day (26.1.) Our �oating 
"greenheart-garden" will �oat on childrens dreams and ideas Then bamboo work with a 
gifted bamboo-toolbox. Right now concert with ELVIS (on guitar), later some birthday 
beach party.........

16.1.: Because of yesterdays beachparty we started quite late. At a carpenter workshop, 
we startet the experiments with �oating concrete.
In the evening, we had an open stage (no mercy or escape). Afterwards beautiful Guitar 
session with Darryl, which we recorded for our asap-island soundtrack.

17.1.: continuing the EPIC-�oat experiments, then building a bambooframe for a canoe-
alike pontoon. Chris and his family in Chinchini is soo nice and very helpful. They know 
all these local traditional materials. So we possibly will replace cement with a lime-clay 
mixture to make our Epic-�oats even more sustainable.

18.1.: In India, everything can happen very fast - or take a whole day. We copied some 
�yers, posters and 500 forms for the "message in the bottle" collection. In the evening 
we participated at the glocal "Co-cktails" event, inventing the "Goan Delight"-Cocktail 
and sharing it online via Skype and facebook. See all the incoming Co-cktail recipes at 
http://www.facebook.com/events/227837860725609/
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Two more �oat units developed: the drum-�oat is the most common way to �oat a 
palette; our "half-bag �oat" provides 350 kg buoyancy/square meter and is really easy to 
build.

2.2.: Our partner Tara-Trust brings a group of 8 children to help on Open-Island and 
submit their "messages in the bottle". So do we, the volunteers team

3.2.: Testing �oats of all kind. Completed the basic construction for a "greenheart 
garden" (plants to be inserted). Meanwhile at the Design-intervention workshop, a 
Fletner Rotor windmill was built (pics coming asap).

4.2.: Deepak presents the planned island-apps and demonstrates the compost toilet. The 
local police visits our project to �nd out what we´re doing and if any money is earned by 
someone (Our Open-Island presentation is strange enough for them to not interact We 
prepare the �oating Epic-composite and will use our basketboat as a mold. We spend 
the Siesta-time at the beach. First night at our campsite, which has become a second 
home to us.

5.2.: early morning birdwatching tour on River Sal We test the easiest desalination plant 
ever: Put a 5liter plastic bottle over a bowl of sea water. In this heat, the water evapo-
rates, condensates on the bottle surface, drips onto the soil and waters the surrounding 
plants.

28.1.: built the �rst 4 sandwich-�oats to test the �oat-system. perfect Then our neigh-
bour sold us his old connicle (round bamboo boat).

29.1.: we´ve developed the grid and joint connection technique. De�ned the central 
static platform. And celebrated Geolinas birthday in the most di�erent ways

30.1.: Float production on construction site. Joy has found a great local garage-doctor 
for his "scrapyard infection". Claudia arrives to join the process

31.1.: WHAT. A. PARTY... 2 birthdays + halfway-party of asap-island 3.0 workshop 2014 
Love you all, guys ´n girls!

1.2.: Deepak joins the Open-Island with his design-intervention team, working on open-
source Island-apps. (You can join their workshop the coming week, if around in Goa.) 

6.2.: We start with a project-presentation at the panchyat (local administration) for 
permissions and future cooperation. Building another fresh-water planter and hunting 
natural �oating islands coming along on the river. Then erecting the island tower and 
starting the shelter construction. It is just amazing to work at the riverbank inmidst a 
group of eagles catching �sh and water snakes right beneath. The Open Island slowly 
gets its �nal shape Ten days left to complete it...

7.2.: twentyfour hour - full power - no toilet no shower - still smelling like �ower

8.2.: we trasformed a full bag of "messages in the bottle" from local school-children into 
the GREENHEART GARDEN. This construction on the remaining parts of last years river-
boat SALY will hopefully grow over the years into a �oating mangrove island.

9.2.: Today, we visited an electronics+solar inventor, who will help to power the Open 
Island. While preparing the main platform for the launch, we make an EPIC-�oat modell 
(papercrete+styrofoam over an earth mould, reinforced with Bamboo). The most easy 
way to make a �oat-platform is a stu�ed �sher-net with plastic bottles with a bamboo-
grid...

10.2.: GREAT LAUNCH of the main Open-Island platform. Still a lot to work on, but the 
rest will be done on water. It �oats great and also inserting/adding �oat-paletts later is 
pretty easy. Special feature: Our rapper learns to swim

11.2.: Another beautiful day on the �oating Open Island. > reycled tyre �oat bumpers; 
�oating epic-composite boat completed; �oat-bag manufactoring; �rst dinner aboard.

12.2.: At Deepak Pathania´s Design-Intervention workshop: The Compost-Toilet comple-
ted, the vertical axis wind-turbine to be mounted tomorrow. Meanwhile on the Open 
Island: Covers and reeling being �xed; �oating garden �lled with river mud and soil; 
mangrove seedlings harvested at low tide.

13.2: Launched the little EPIC-boat - it´s damn heavy but �oats nicely Also installation of 
windmill + compost toilet + solar cooker; re-arrangement of the �oating platform, 
gardens and other elements (quite an impressive amount and space). For the opening, 
we prepare an exhibition and clean up the workspace. Looking forward to a grand 
opening tomorrow

14.2.: Grand opening of the OPEN-ISLAND:
�oating platform - bio-toilet - vertical windmill - �oating garden (sea-/+fresh-water) - 
solar cooking - exhibition - sinking corricle - �ag hissing - full moon - fruit salad - multi-
purpose platform - glocal community - lowtech innovations - ...

15.2. Asap-island is a never-ending story and there are several projects, we weren´t able 
to �nish so far. So, the day after the opening of OPEN-ISLAND, we start the fresh-water 
plantation and test/evaluate the di�erent �oat modulees for future projects and expan-
sion of this �oating island.

16.2. The „asap-island 3.0“ workshop comes to an end: 5 weeks of passionate work, 
cocreative improvisation and joyful learnings within a multicultural interdisciplinar 
team, creating a �oating island out of recycled and renewable materials, the beginning 
of OPEN-ISLAND.
The social sculpture had become an open-source design study for low-budget �oating 
platforms. It is now awaiting to be transformed into a humanitarian research platform 
for lowtech applications as well as an o�grid community at the banks of River Sal in Goa. 
Open-Island invites you to be a part of this ongoing adventure, be it online on our websi-
te and community platform or on location within a workshop on your next visit to India.

Joy Lohmann, Sealand Multiversity, joy@joy-art.de

24.1.: also �nished �rst �oat-planter, collected plants, dismantled our riverboat SALY and 
spent useless hours allover Margao scrapyard...

25.1.: Sunday chilling on site with exotic fruit session But with the plans in mind and all 
required materials available, we start the "mass-production" of palett-�oats and �oat-
planters for the Open-Island. We play the Island-Apps game (cardboard-peces represen-
ting a square meter and speci�c function of our island). Finally, a botanist appears and 
helps us �nd some mangrove seedlings. Another inspiring day at the rivershore. Wish, 
you all could be with us now...

25.1.: building the palette-�oat prototype, launching the open-source Island-App Chal-
lenge. Great, immediate response from all over. In case, you´re not a member of 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland/ please register to join the 
discussion/cocreation process...

27.1.: Shopping in Margao; we meet our �shermen neighbours at the new market. 
Gonzo and Leona bring their latest bottle-catch for the island. Collecting bottles at the 
beaches has become a major marketing-tool as well and big fun Then Geolina joins the 
artventure and together we create 3 new �oats: 2 �oat-planters and 1 �oat-sandwich for 
the growing Open Island. Evening-show "indian classical music" with ArtEscape

19.1.: Today we´ve worked out the basic �oat-bag construction at our construction site. 
This will become one of three di�erent �oat-modules and is needed for large, �exible 
areas like our �oating garden.

21.1.: WOW - our Epic-�oatcrete samples work great. Good consistence, buoancy and 
stability! We now �gure out applications in scale with this epic material Also, Deepak 
presented a great modular �oat system based on palettes (wood / plastic). To build a 
�oating island becomes as easy as playing LEGO with it. (Evening another party - Janua-
ry is packed with birthdays.

22.1.: Today we searched the scrap yards for the basic materials. 
Everything is there - and on our construction site now.

23.1.: These bugs have eaten crucial parts of our last �oat. So we dismantle it totally and 
rebuild it with right material treatment. Deepak has submitted a great Design-study, 
which inspires us to work on the palette-format. Varca wins 1:0 against Colva in football 
match.

24.1.: �nalizing the basic design for the static part of the Open-Island. Based on Deepak's 
design and combined with all other ideas and concepts, the construction of this �oating 
island enters the realization phase. With another three weeks to come, asap-island 3.0 is 
perfectly well in schedule

Logbook of the asap-island 3.0 workshop in Goa/India, 11.1.-16.2.2014,
written day by day by Joy Lohmann and released at www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland.  
(All pictures in higher resolution CC at www.�ickr.com/photos/joy-art/sets/ )

For half a year, the German artlab4 
collective had planned the thematic 
workshops, launched a crowdfunding 
campaign, edited a promotion trailer 
and  organized some glocal coopera-
tions and events. Then, at the begin-
ning of 2014, the international team 
met at Art Escape Goa and started 
their „OPEN-ISLAND artventure“:

11.1.2014: recovery, cleaning, evaluation of riverboat SALY (and chilling on it) in Varca, 
Goa, India. Tomorrow, 12.1. 11 AM start of bamboo-design workshop.

12.1.2014: at BambooHouse, we brainstorm and prototype asap-island-apps. Big, creati-
ve fun and many ideas

13.1.2014: we get comfortable at our main construction site on river SAL. We work on 
the basic construction principles and discuss materials and techniques with di�erent 
local experts on location. 

14.1.: Getting materials from scrapyards, markets, neighbours, beach and free delivery 
on the river, as we have installed SALY in a way, that all the �oating waste gets caught. 
Then we assort bottles, �ip�ops, plastic, tetrapacks and styrofoam and clean the river.

In January/February 2014, the Sealand Multiversity initiated the 5 weeks „asap-
island 3.0“ workshop in South Goa, India.
Once again, German artist Joy Lohmann and „Positive Nett-Works e.V.“ cooperated 
with „Art Escape Goa“ and „Design Intervention“ to continue the realization of an 
autarkic �oating island of recycled and renewable materials. The workshop was 
enabled by the artlab4 collective, several generous crowdfunders, local partners 
and a wide range of volunteers. The honor of all results, innovations and the 
open-source manuals is due all of these passionate participants. Thank you!

Project context

Asap-island 3.0 is the third chapter of the ongoing asap-island project.

- In 2012, the �rst project in Goa/India led to an upcycled sailing catamaran for 
the Arabian Sea, called „i-land Goa“.

- In 2013, the project was shifted to the River Sal, where a new construction was 
realized within a 10 days workshop. The river raft „SALY“ was built with di�erent 
�oat devices and meant to test and de�ne appropriate materials and techniques 
for larger �oating structures on inland waters.

With these experiments and a local core team, asap-island 3.0 was set to start the 
construction of a transferable low-tech and low-budget pilot island for various 
purposes worldwide: Open-Island is a collaborative open-source project, to be 
shared and continued by the Sealand Multiversity community and all interested 
organisations, groups or individuals. 

15.1.: Cooperation with NGO TaraTrustIndia: They will organize a collection of "messages 
in the bottle" at 8 local schools and kindergardens on Republic Day (26.1.) Our �oating 
"greenheart-garden" will �oat on childrens dreams and ideas Then bamboo work with a 
gifted bamboo-toolbox. Right now concert with ELVIS (on guitar), later some birthday 
beach party.........

16.1.: Because of yesterdays beachparty we started quite late. At a carpenter workshop, 
we startet the experiments with �oating concrete.
In the evening, we had an open stage (no mercy or escape). Afterwards beautiful Guitar 
session with Darryl, which we recorded for our asap-island soundtrack.

17.1.: continuing the EPIC-�oat experiments, then building a bambooframe for a canoe-
alike pontoon. Chris and his family in Chinchini is soo nice and very helpful. They know 
all these local traditional materials. So we possibly will replace cement with a lime-clay 
mixture to make our Epic-�oats even more sustainable.

18.1.: In India, everything can happen very fast - or take a whole day. We copied some 
�yers, posters and 500 forms for the "message in the bottle" collection. In the evening 
we participated at the glocal "Co-cktails" event, inventing the "Goan Delight"-Cocktail 
and sharing it online via Skype and facebook. See all the incoming Co-cktail recipes at 
http://www.facebook.com/events/227837860725609/
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Two more �oat units developed: the drum-�oat is the most common way to �oat a 
palette; our "half-bag �oat" provides 350 kg buoyancy/square meter and is really easy to 
build.

2.2.: Our partner Tara-Trust brings a group of 8 children to help on Open-Island and 
submit their "messages in the bottle". So do we, the volunteers team

3.2.: Testing �oats of all kind. Completed the basic construction for a "greenheart 
garden" (plants to be inserted). Meanwhile at the Design-intervention workshop, a 
Fletner Rotor windmill was built (pics coming asap).

4.2.: Deepak presents the planned island-apps and demonstrates the compost toilet. The 
local police visits our project to �nd out what we´re doing and if any money is earned by 
someone (Our Open-Island presentation is strange enough for them to not interact We 
prepare the �oating Epic-composite and will use our basketboat as a mold. We spend 
the Siesta-time at the beach. First night at our campsite, which has become a second 
home to us.

5.2.: early morning birdwatching tour on River Sal We test the easiest desalination plant 
ever: Put a 5liter plastic bottle over a bowl of sea water. In this heat, the water evapo-
rates, condensates on the bottle surface, drips onto the soil and waters the surrounding 
plants.

28.1.: built the �rst 4 sandwich-�oats to test the �oat-system. perfect Then our neigh-
bour sold us his old connicle (round bamboo boat).

29.1.: we´ve developed the grid and joint connection technique. De�ned the central 
static platform. And celebrated Geolinas birthday in the most di�erent ways

30.1.: Float production on construction site. Joy has found a great local garage-doctor 
for his "scrapyard infection". Claudia arrives to join the process

31.1.: WHAT. A. PARTY... 2 birthdays + halfway-party of asap-island 3.0 workshop 2014 
Love you all, guys ´n girls!

1.2.: Deepak joins the Open-Island with his design-intervention team, working on open-
source Island-apps. (You can join their workshop the coming week, if around in Goa.) 

6.2.: We start with a project-presentation at the panchyat (local administration) for 
permissions and future cooperation. Building another fresh-water planter and hunting 
natural �oating islands coming along on the river. Then erecting the island tower and 
starting the shelter construction. It is just amazing to work at the riverbank inmidst a 
group of eagles catching �sh and water snakes right beneath. The Open Island slowly 
gets its �nal shape Ten days left to complete it...

7.2.: twentyfour hour - full power - no toilet no shower - still smelling like �ower

8.2.: we trasformed a full bag of "messages in the bottle" from local school-children into 
the GREENHEART GARDEN. This construction on the remaining parts of last years river-
boat SALY will hopefully grow over the years into a �oating mangrove island.

9.2.: Today, we visited an electronics+solar inventor, who will help to power the Open 
Island. While preparing the main platform for the launch, we make an EPIC-�oat modell 
(papercrete+styrofoam over an earth mould, reinforced with Bamboo). The most easy 
way to make a �oat-platform is a stu�ed �sher-net with plastic bottles with a bamboo-
grid...

10.2.: GREAT LAUNCH of the main Open-Island platform. Still a lot to work on, but the 
rest will be done on water. It �oats great and also inserting/adding �oat-paletts later is 
pretty easy. Special feature: Our rapper learns to swim

11.2.: Another beautiful day on the �oating Open Island. > reycled tyre �oat bumpers; 
�oating epic-composite boat completed; �oat-bag manufactoring; �rst dinner aboard.

12.2.: At Deepak Pathania´s Design-Intervention workshop: The Compost-Toilet comple-
ted, the vertical axis wind-turbine to be mounted tomorrow. Meanwhile on the Open 
Island: Covers and reeling being �xed; �oating garden �lled with river mud and soil; 
mangrove seedlings harvested at low tide.

13.2: Launched the little EPIC-boat - it´s damn heavy but �oats nicely Also installation of 
windmill + compost toilet + solar cooker; re-arrangement of the �oating platform, 
gardens and other elements (quite an impressive amount and space). For the opening, 
we prepare an exhibition and clean up the workspace. Looking forward to a grand 
opening tomorrow

14.2.: Grand opening of the OPEN-ISLAND:
�oating platform - bio-toilet - vertical windmill - �oating garden (sea-/+fresh-water) - 
solar cooking - exhibition - sinking corricle - �ag hissing - full moon - fruit salad - multi-
purpose platform - glocal community - lowtech innovations - ...

15.2. Asap-island is a never-ending story and there are several projects, we weren´t able 
to �nish so far. So, the day after the opening of OPEN-ISLAND, we start the fresh-water 
plantation and test/evaluate the di�erent �oat modulees for future projects and expan-
sion of this �oating island.

16.2. The „asap-island 3.0“ workshop comes to an end: 5 weeks of passionate work, 
cocreative improvisation and joyful learnings within a multicultural interdisciplinar 
team, creating a �oating island out of recycled and renewable materials, the beginning 
of OPEN-ISLAND.
The social sculpture had become an open-source design study for low-budget �oating 
platforms. It is now awaiting to be transformed into a humanitarian research platform 
for lowtech applications as well as an o�grid community at the banks of River Sal in Goa. 
Open-Island invites you to be a part of this ongoing adventure, be it online on our websi-
te and community platform or on location within a workshop on your next visit to India.

Joy Lohmann, Sealand Multiversity, joy@joy-art.de

24.1.: also �nished �rst �oat-planter, collected plants, dismantled our riverboat SALY and 
spent useless hours allover Margao scrapyard...

25.1.: Sunday chilling on site with exotic fruit session But with the plans in mind and all 
required materials available, we start the "mass-production" of palett-�oats and �oat-
planters for the Open-Island. We play the Island-Apps game (cardboard-peces represen-
ting a square meter and speci�c function of our island). Finally, a botanist appears and 
helps us �nd some mangrove seedlings. Another inspiring day at the rivershore. Wish, 
you all could be with us now...

25.1.: building the palette-�oat prototype, launching the open-source Island-App Chal-
lenge. Great, immediate response from all over. In case, you´re not a member of 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland/ please register to join the 
discussion/cocreation process...

27.1.: Shopping in Margao; we meet our �shermen neighbours at the new market. 
Gonzo and Leona bring their latest bottle-catch for the island. Collecting bottles at the 
beaches has become a major marketing-tool as well and big fun Then Geolina joins the 
artventure and together we create 3 new �oats: 2 �oat-planters and 1 �oat-sandwich for 
the growing Open Island. Evening-show "indian classical music" with ArtEscape

19.1.: Today we´ve worked out the basic �oat-bag construction at our construction site. 
This will become one of three di�erent �oat-modules and is needed for large, �exible 
areas like our �oating garden.

21.1.: WOW - our Epic-�oatcrete samples work great. Good consistence, buoancy and 
stability! We now �gure out applications in scale with this epic material Also, Deepak 
presented a great modular �oat system based on palettes (wood / plastic). To build a 
�oating island becomes as easy as playing LEGO with it. (Evening another party - Janua-
ry is packed with birthdays.

22.1.: Today we searched the scrap yards for the basic materials. 
Everything is there - and on our construction site now.

23.1.: These bugs have eaten crucial parts of our last �oat. So we dismantle it totally and 
rebuild it with right material treatment. Deepak has submitted a great Design-study, 
which inspires us to work on the palette-format. Varca wins 1:0 against Colva in football 
match.

24.1.: �nalizing the basic design for the static part of the Open-Island. Based on Deepak's 
design and combined with all other ideas and concepts, the construction of this �oating 
island enters the realization phase. With another three weeks to come, asap-island 3.0 is 
perfectly well in schedule

Logbook of the asap-island 3.0 workshop in Goa/India, 11.1.-16.2.2014,
written day by day by Joy Lohmann and released at www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland.  
(All pictures in higher resolution CC at www.�ickr.com/photos/joy-art/sets/ )

For half a year, the German artlab4 
collective had planned the thematic 
workshops, launched a crowdfunding 
campaign, edited a promotion trailer 
and  organized some glocal coopera-
tions and events. Then, at the begin-
ning of 2014, the international team 
met at Art Escape Goa and started 
their „OPEN-ISLAND artventure“:

11.1.2014: recovery, cleaning, evaluation of riverboat SALY (and chilling on it) in Varca, 
Goa, India. Tomorrow, 12.1. 11 AM start of bamboo-design workshop.

12.1.2014: at BambooHouse, we brainstorm and prototype asap-island-apps. Big, creati-
ve fun and many ideas

13.1.2014: we get comfortable at our main construction site on river SAL. We work on 
the basic construction principles and discuss materials and techniques with di�erent 
local experts on location. 

14.1.: Getting materials from scrapyards, markets, neighbours, beach and free delivery 
on the river, as we have installed SALY in a way, that all the �oating waste gets caught. 
Then we assort bottles, �ip�ops, plastic, tetrapacks and styrofoam and clean the river.

In January/February 2014, the Sealand Multiversity initiated the 5 weeks „asap-
island 3.0“ workshop in South Goa, India.
Once again, German artist Joy Lohmann and „Positive Nett-Works e.V.“ cooperated 
with „Art Escape Goa“ and „Design Intervention“ to continue the realization of an 
autarkic �oating island of recycled and renewable materials. The workshop was 
enabled by the artlab4 collective, several generous crowdfunders, local partners 
and a wide range of volunteers. The honor of all results, innovations and the 
open-source manuals is due all of these passionate participants. Thank you!

Project context

Asap-island 3.0 is the third chapter of the ongoing asap-island project.

- In 2012, the �rst project in Goa/India led to an upcycled sailing catamaran for 
the Arabian Sea, called „i-land Goa“.

- In 2013, the project was shifted to the River Sal, where a new construction was 
realized within a 10 days workshop. The river raft „SALY“ was built with di�erent 
�oat devices and meant to test and de�ne appropriate materials and techniques 
for larger �oating structures on inland waters.

With these experiments and a local core team, asap-island 3.0 was set to start the 
construction of a transferable low-tech and low-budget pilot island for various 
purposes worldwide: Open-Island is a collaborative open-source project, to be 
shared and continued by the Sealand Multiversity community and all interested 
organisations, groups or individuals. 

15.1.: Cooperation with NGO TaraTrustIndia: They will organize a collection of "messages 
in the bottle" at 8 local schools and kindergardens on Republic Day (26.1.) Our �oating 
"greenheart-garden" will �oat on childrens dreams and ideas Then bamboo work with a 
gifted bamboo-toolbox. Right now concert with ELVIS (on guitar), later some birthday 
beach party.........

16.1.: Because of yesterdays beachparty we started quite late. At a carpenter workshop, 
we startet the experiments with �oating concrete.
In the evening, we had an open stage (no mercy or escape). Afterwards beautiful Guitar 
session with Darryl, which we recorded for our asap-island soundtrack.

17.1.: continuing the EPIC-�oat experiments, then building a bambooframe for a canoe-
alike pontoon. Chris and his family in Chinchini is soo nice and very helpful. They know 
all these local traditional materials. So we possibly will replace cement with a lime-clay 
mixture to make our Epic-�oats even more sustainable.

18.1.: In India, everything can happen very fast - or take a whole day. We copied some 
�yers, posters and 500 forms for the "message in the bottle" collection. In the evening 
we participated at the glocal "Co-cktails" event, inventing the "Goan Delight"-Cocktail 
and sharing it online via Skype and facebook. See all the incoming Co-cktail recipes at 
http://www.facebook.com/events/227837860725609/
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Two more �oat units developed: the drum-�oat is the most common way to �oat a 
palette; our "half-bag �oat" provides 350 kg buoyancy/square meter and is really easy to 
build.

2.2.: Our partner Tara-Trust brings a group of 8 children to help on Open-Island and 
submit their "messages in the bottle". So do we, the volunteers team

3.2.: Testing �oats of all kind. Completed the basic construction for a "greenheart 
garden" (plants to be inserted). Meanwhile at the Design-intervention workshop, a 
Fletner Rotor windmill was built (pics coming asap).

4.2.: Deepak presents the planned island-apps and demonstrates the compost toilet. The 
local police visits our project to �nd out what we´re doing and if any money is earned by 
someone (Our Open-Island presentation is strange enough for them to not interact We 
prepare the �oating Epic-composite and will use our basketboat as a mold. We spend 
the Siesta-time at the beach. First night at our campsite, which has become a second 
home to us.

5.2.: early morning birdwatching tour on River Sal We test the easiest desalination plant 
ever: Put a 5liter plastic bottle over a bowl of sea water. In this heat, the water evapo-
rates, condensates on the bottle surface, drips onto the soil and waters the surrounding 
plants.

28.1.: built the �rst 4 sandwich-�oats to test the �oat-system. perfect Then our neigh-
bour sold us his old connicle (round bamboo boat).

29.1.: we´ve developed the grid and joint connection technique. De�ned the central 
static platform. And celebrated Geolinas birthday in the most di�erent ways

30.1.: Float production on construction site. Joy has found a great local garage-doctor 
for his "scrapyard infection". Claudia arrives to join the process

31.1.: WHAT. A. PARTY... 2 birthdays + halfway-party of asap-island 3.0 workshop 2014 
Love you all, guys ´n girls!

1.2.: Deepak joins the Open-Island with his design-intervention team, working on open-
source Island-apps. (You can join their workshop the coming week, if around in Goa.) 

6.2.: We start with a project-presentation at the panchyat (local administration) for 
permissions and future cooperation. Building another fresh-water planter and hunting 
natural �oating islands coming along on the river. Then erecting the island tower and 
starting the shelter construction. It is just amazing to work at the riverbank inmidst a 
group of eagles catching �sh and water snakes right beneath. The Open Island slowly 
gets its �nal shape Ten days left to complete it...

7.2.: twentyfour hour - full power - no toilet no shower - still smelling like �ower

8.2.: we trasformed a full bag of "messages in the bottle" from local school-children into 
the GREENHEART GARDEN. This construction on the remaining parts of last years river-
boat SALY will hopefully grow over the years into a �oating mangrove island.

9.2.: Today, we visited an electronics+solar inventor, who will help to power the Open 
Island. While preparing the main platform for the launch, we make an EPIC-�oat modell 
(papercrete+styrofoam over an earth mould, reinforced with Bamboo). The most easy 
way to make a �oat-platform is a stu�ed �sher-net with plastic bottles with a bamboo-
grid...

10.2.: GREAT LAUNCH of the main Open-Island platform. Still a lot to work on, but the 
rest will be done on water. It �oats great and also inserting/adding �oat-paletts later is 
pretty easy. Special feature: Our rapper learns to swim

11.2.: Another beautiful day on the �oating Open Island. > reycled tyre �oat bumpers; 
�oating epic-composite boat completed; �oat-bag manufactoring; �rst dinner aboard.

12.2.: At Deepak Pathania´s Design-Intervention workshop: The Compost-Toilet comple-
ted, the vertical axis wind-turbine to be mounted tomorrow. Meanwhile on the Open 
Island: Covers and reeling being �xed; �oating garden �lled with river mud and soil; 
mangrove seedlings harvested at low tide.

13.2: Launched the little EPIC-boat - it´s damn heavy but �oats nicely Also installation of 
windmill + compost toilet + solar cooker; re-arrangement of the �oating platform, 
gardens and other elements (quite an impressive amount and space). For the opening, 
we prepare an exhibition and clean up the workspace. Looking forward to a grand 
opening tomorrow

14.2.: Grand opening of the OPEN-ISLAND:
�oating platform - bio-toilet - vertical windmill - �oating garden (sea-/+fresh-water) - 
solar cooking - exhibition - sinking corricle - �ag hissing - full moon - fruit salad - multi-
purpose platform - glocal community - lowtech innovations - ...

15.2. Asap-island is a never-ending story and there are several projects, we weren´t able 
to �nish so far. So, the day after the opening of OPEN-ISLAND, we start the fresh-water 
plantation and test/evaluate the di�erent �oat modulees for future projects and expan-
sion of this �oating island.

16.2. The „asap-island 3.0“ workshop comes to an end: 5 weeks of passionate work, 
cocreative improvisation and joyful learnings within a multicultural interdisciplinar 
team, creating a �oating island out of recycled and renewable materials, the beginning 
of OPEN-ISLAND.
The social sculpture had become an open-source design study for low-budget �oating 
platforms. It is now awaiting to be transformed into a humanitarian research platform 
for lowtech applications as well as an o�grid community at the banks of River Sal in Goa. 
Open-Island invites you to be a part of this ongoing adventure, be it online on our websi-
te and community platform or on location within a workshop on your next visit to India.

Joy Lohmann, Sealand Multiversity, joy@joy-art.de

24.1.: also �nished �rst �oat-planter, collected plants, dismantled our riverboat SALY and 
spent useless hours allover Margao scrapyard...

25.1.: Sunday chilling on site with exotic fruit session But with the plans in mind and all 
required materials available, we start the "mass-production" of palett-�oats and �oat-
planters for the Open-Island. We play the Island-Apps game (cardboard-peces represen-
ting a square meter and speci�c function of our island). Finally, a botanist appears and 
helps us �nd some mangrove seedlings. Another inspiring day at the rivershore. Wish, 
you all could be with us now...

25.1.: building the palette-�oat prototype, launching the open-source Island-App Chal-
lenge. Great, immediate response from all over. In case, you´re not a member of 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland/ please register to join the 
discussion/cocreation process...

27.1.: Shopping in Margao; we meet our �shermen neighbours at the new market. 
Gonzo and Leona bring their latest bottle-catch for the island. Collecting bottles at the 
beaches has become a major marketing-tool as well and big fun Then Geolina joins the 
artventure and together we create 3 new �oats: 2 �oat-planters and 1 �oat-sandwich for 
the growing Open Island. Evening-show "indian classical music" with ArtEscape

19.1.: Today we´ve worked out the basic �oat-bag construction at our construction site. 
This will become one of three di�erent �oat-modules and is needed for large, �exible 
areas like our �oating garden.

21.1.: WOW - our Epic-�oatcrete samples work great. Good consistence, buoancy and 
stability! We now �gure out applications in scale with this epic material Also, Deepak 
presented a great modular �oat system based on palettes (wood / plastic). To build a 
�oating island becomes as easy as playing LEGO with it. (Evening another party - Janua-
ry is packed with birthdays.

22.1.: Today we searched the scrap yards for the basic materials. 
Everything is there - and on our construction site now.

23.1.: These bugs have eaten crucial parts of our last �oat. So we dismantle it totally and 
rebuild it with right material treatment. Deepak has submitted a great Design-study, 
which inspires us to work on the palette-format. Varca wins 1:0 against Colva in football 
match.

24.1.: �nalizing the basic design for the static part of the Open-Island. Based on Deepak's 
design and combined with all other ideas and concepts, the construction of this �oating 
island enters the realization phase. With another three weeks to come, asap-island 3.0 is 
perfectly well in schedule

Logbook of the asap-island 3.0 workshop in Goa/India, 11.1.-16.2.2014,
written day by day by Joy Lohmann and released at www.facebook.com/groups/asapisland.  
(All pictures in higher resolution CC at www.�ickr.com/photos/joy-art/sets/ )

For half a year, the German artlab4 
collective had planned the thematic 
workshops, launched a crowdfunding 
campaign, edited a promotion trailer 
and  organized some glocal coopera-
tions and events. Then, at the begin-
ning of 2014, the international team 
met at Art Escape Goa and started 
their „OPEN-ISLAND artventure“:

11.1.2014: recovery, cleaning, evaluation of riverboat SALY (and chilling on it) in Varca, 
Goa, India. Tomorrow, 12.1. 11 AM start of bamboo-design workshop.

12.1.2014: at BambooHouse, we brainstorm and prototype asap-island-apps. Big, creati-
ve fun and many ideas

13.1.2014: we get comfortable at our main construction site on river SAL. We work on 
the basic construction principles and discuss materials and techniques with di�erent 
local experts on location. 

14.1.: Getting materials from scrapyards, markets, neighbours, beach and free delivery 
on the river, as we have installed SALY in a way, that all the �oating waste gets caught. 
Then we assort bottles, �ip�ops, plastic, tetrapacks and styrofoam and clean the river.

In January/February 2014, the Sealand Multiversity initiated the 5 weeks „asap-
island 3.0“ workshop in South Goa, India.
Once again, German artist Joy Lohmann and „Positive Nett-Works e.V.“ cooperated 
with „Art Escape Goa“ and „Design Intervention“ to continue the realization of an 
autarkic �oating island of recycled and renewable materials. The workshop was 
enabled by the artlab4 collective, several generous crowdfunders, local partners 
and a wide range of volunteers. The honor of all results, innovations and the 
open-source manuals is due all of these passionate participants. Thank you!

Project context

Asap-island 3.0 is the third chapter of the ongoing asap-island project.

- In 2012, the �rst project in Goa/India led to an upcycled sailing catamaran for 
the Arabian Sea, called „i-land Goa“.

- In 2013, the project was shifted to the River Sal, where a new construction was 
realized within a 10 days workshop. The river raft „SALY“ was built with di�erent 
�oat devices and meant to test and de�ne appropriate materials and techniques 
for larger �oating structures on inland waters.

With these experiments and a local core team, asap-island 3.0 was set to start the 
construction of a transferable low-tech and low-budget pilot island for various 
purposes worldwide: Open-Island is a collaborative open-source project, to be 
shared and continued by the Sealand Multiversity community and all interested 
organisations, groups or individuals. 

15.1.: Cooperation with NGO TaraTrustIndia: They will organize a collection of "messages 
in the bottle" at 8 local schools and kindergardens on Republic Day (26.1.) Our �oating 
"greenheart-garden" will �oat on childrens dreams and ideas Then bamboo work with a 
gifted bamboo-toolbox. Right now concert with ELVIS (on guitar), later some birthday 
beach party.........

16.1.: Because of yesterdays beachparty we started quite late. At a carpenter workshop, 
we startet the experiments with �oating concrete.
In the evening, we had an open stage (no mercy or escape). Afterwards beautiful Guitar 
session with Darryl, which we recorded for our asap-island soundtrack.

17.1.: continuing the EPIC-�oat experiments, then building a bambooframe for a canoe-
alike pontoon. Chris and his family in Chinchini is soo nice and very helpful. They know 
all these local traditional materials. So we possibly will replace cement with a lime-clay 
mixture to make our Epic-�oats even more sustainable.

18.1.: In India, everything can happen very fast - or take a whole day. We copied some 
�yers, posters and 500 forms for the "message in the bottle" collection. In the evening 
we participated at the glocal "Co-cktails" event, inventing the "Goan Delight"-Cocktail 
and sharing it online via Skype and facebook. See all the incoming Co-cktail recipes at 
http://www.facebook.com/events/227837860725609/


